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ABSTRACT
Avoidance of Token-Loss by Pigeons
James E. Cook
The response-dependent delivery and removal of tokens can reinforce and punish the responding
of humans and nonhuman animals. The responding of humans can be maintained by the
avoidance of token-losses, but this has not been demonstrated with nonhuman animals. Across
three experiments, it was demonstrated that the responding of pigeons could be maintained in a
token-loss avoidance arrangement. Tokens were delivered response-independently at the
beginning of a token-loss avoidance period. Tokens were scheduled to be removed on a variablecycle schedule. Responding canceled scheduled token-losses. Those tokens that remained were
exchangeable for food during programmed exchange periods. Several parameters of the tokenloss avoidance arrangement were manipulated to assess their effects on responding. In
Experiment 1, responding was a function of the frequency of scheduled token-losses. In
Experiment 2, responding was a function of the frequency of exchange periods. In Experiment 3,
no consistent changes in responding occurred whether a single token produced multiple
reinforcers or multiple tokens were required to produce a single reinforcer. Across all
experiments, local response rates were an inverse function of the number of tokens present. The
similarity of these results to those obtained in previous experiments, the possible functions of
tokens in the token-loss avoidance arrangement, and the implications of the methods used in the
present series of experiments are discussed.
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AVOIDANCE OF TOKEN-LOSS
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Avoidance of Token-Loss by Pigeons
When a reinforcer is delivered, it often is not delivered in isolation. When the hopper is
raised for a pigeon, a light may turn on. When a pellet is dispensed for a rat, a tone may sound.
When a client receives a toy for appropriate behavior, the therapist may also deliver praise.
Through Pavlovian and operant processes, stimuli repeatedly and reliably paired with reinforcer
delivery can acquire eliciting, discriminative, and reinforcing properties of their own (Williams,
1994). One use of these processes that has been useful in research and practice has been the
development of the token economy (for reviews, see Dickerson, Tehhula, & Green-Paden, 2005;
Hackenberg, 2009; Kazdin, 1982; Kazdin & Bootzin, 1972; Maggin, Chafouleas, Goddard, &
Johnson, 2011; Matson & Boisjoli, 2009)
A token is an object or symbol that is exchangeable for goods or services. Tokens may be
manipulable objects (e.g. coins, poker chips, stickers, etc.) or other stimuli (e.g., LED lights,
points, check marks). Tokens are usually conceptualized as conditioned reinforcers that acquire
their reinforcing function through repeated exchanges for unconditioned reinforcers (e.g., food)
or established conditioned reinforcers (e.g., money). Tokens have a long history of being used in
the laboratory as reinforcers for both humans (Byron, Himoff, Catania, & Sagvolden, 1977;
Critchfield, Paletz, Macaleese, & Newland, 2003; King & Logue, 1990; Magoon & Critchfield,
2008; Silberberg et al., 2008; Weiner, 1962, 1963, 1969a, b) and nonhuman animals (Bullock &
Hackenberg, 2006, 2015; Cowles, 1937; Hackenberg, 2009; Kelleher, 1956, 1958; Malagodi,
1967a, b, c; Webbe & Malagodi, 1978; Wolfe, 1936). Token schedules of reinforcement also
underlie both monetary systems and critical components of behavior-management programs
across numerous applied settings (e.g., Ayllon, & Azrin, 1968; Conyers et al., 2004; DeLeon,
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Bullock, & Catania, 2013; Fox, Hopkins & Anger, 1987; Kahng, Boscoe, & Byrne, 2003;
Kazdin, 1982; Kazdin & Bootzin, 1972; Phillips, 1968).
In token economies, behavior is generally reinforced and maintained by the responsedependent production of tokens. With a few exceptions (e.g., Donaldson, DeLeon, Fisher, &
Kahng, 2014; Iwata & Bailey, 1974; Magoon & Critchfield, 2008), token economies have been
studied almost exclusively in the context of their production following responses. The present
series of experiments extends the analysis of token reinforcement to an avoidance (i.e., negative
reinforcement) procedure with nonhuman animals.
Literature Review
Functions of Tokens
Conditioned reinforcers. Research on responding maintained by token delivery has a
long history dating back to work by Wolfe (1936) and Cowles (1937). They conducted a series
of experiments aimed at assessing the conditioned reinforcing effects of tokens. In their
experiments, chimpanzees were trained to deposit poker chips into an apparatus that dispensed a
variety of primary (or backup) reinforcers. Initially, Wolfe (1936) trained chimpanzees to
discriminate between white tokens that were exchangeable for food and similar brass tokens that
were not exchangeable for food. After this discrimination was trained, responding maintained by
the delivery of food was compared to responding maintained by the delivery of tokens
immediately exchangeable for food in a variety of conditions. For most of the chimpanzees, there
was little difference between responding maintained by food delivery and responding maintained
by token delivery.
Cowles (1937) used the same subjects in a follow-up to Wolfe’s (1936) work. In a couple
of Cowles’s experiments, correct responding in a position discrimination task was reinforced
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immediately with food or with tokens exchangeable for food at the end of the session. The
discrimination was acquired in both conditions. In these experiments, token delivery was a
reinforcer for correct responding, but performance improved more rapidly when correct
responses were immediately reinforced with food.
In subsequent experiments, Cowles (1937) demonstrated that the reinforcing functions of
tokens were the result of their pairing with food. Chimpanzees responded in a delayed match-tosample task. In different conditions, correct responses resulted in the delivery of one of two types
of tokens. Opportunities to exchange these tokens were delayed until the end of each session.
Tokens were exchanged for either food (food-paired tokens) or nothing (nonfood-paired tokens).
Accuracy improved in both conditions, but was higher when responding produced food-paired
tokens. In a follow-up experiment, correct responding resulted in the delivery of food, foodpaired tokens, or nonfood-paired tokens. When tokens were delivered, their immediate exchange
was required to start new trials. Accuracy was slightly higher when correct responses produced
food than when correct responses produced food-paired tokens. Accuracy was significantly
higher when correct responses produced food-paired tokens than when correct responses
produced nonfood-paired tokens. In all of Cowles’s experiments described above, the delivery of
food-paired tokens functioned as a reinforcer for accuracy when exchanges for food were
delayed or immediate.
Pavlovian processes. Tokens, like other conditioned reinforcers (Williams, 1991, 1994a,
1994b), may in part function to maintain responding by mediating delays between when
responses occur and the exchange for backup reinforcers (Hackenberg, 2009; Jackson &
Hackenberg, 1996; Shahan, 2010). Wolfe (1936) evaluated how long responding would persist
under various conditions of immediate token delivery and delayed food delivery. Four conditions
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were used: 1.) food-paired tokens were delivered immediately for a response, but exchanges for
food occurred after a delay; 2.) food was earned for a response but was delivered after a delay;
3.) nonfood-paired tokens were delivered immediately for a response and food was delivered
after a delay, but exchanges were not required; 4.) food-paired tokens were delivered and
exchanged immediately after a response, but food was delivered after a delay. After each delayed
food delivery, the delay to the next food delivery was increased. Delays were increased in this
manner in each condition until a breakpoint delay was reached when responding stopped for 5
min. The longest delays were reached in the condition associated with immediate food-paired
token delivery and delayed exchanges for food. Wolfe (1936) suggested that tokens functioned
as a means to an end or a medium of exchange that mediated delays to reinforcement (cf.
Shahan, 2010). However, delays may have also been mediated by the Pavlovian processes
involved in marking (Lieberman, Davidson, & Thomas, 1985), bridging (Rescorla, 1982), and
conditioned reinforcement (Hackenberg, 2009; Williams, 1991). Immediate token delivery
served to mark the response and signal impeding food delivery. The presence of tokens served to
bridge the delay to food delivery. The temporal pairing of tokens with food delivery via
exchanges imparted conditioned reinforcing properties to the tokens. All three of these processes
were present and thus responding maintained over the longest delays in the condition that
resulted in immediate token delivery and delayed exchanges for food (Hackenberg, 2009).
Generalized conditioned reinforcers. That tokens function to immediately reinforce
behavior and mediate delays to the delivery of other reinforcers has long been a boon to
clinicians. Since Allyon and Azrin’s (1968) work with psychiatric in-patients, token economies
have been one of the most successful, widely used behavioral modification techniques (Kazdin &
Bootzin, 1972; Kazdin, 1982). Token economies have been used across a variety of populations
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and locations to promote appropriate behavior and improve performance including psychiatric
in-patients and others diagnosed with mental disorders (Allyon & Azrin, 1968; Dickerson et al.,
2005), at-risk youths, juvenile delinquents, and adult felons (Milan & McKee, 1976; Phillips,
1968; Phillips, Phillips, Fixsen, & Wolf, 1971), individuals with developmental disabilities and
autism spectrum disorders (DeLeon et al., 2013; Matson & Boisjoli, 2009), typically developed
school children (Maggin et al., 2011), and in workplace settings (Fox et al., 1987). One of the
advantages of using token economies is that tokens can function not just as conditioned
reinforcers, but also as generalized conditioned reinforcers.
Generalized conditioned reinforcers are conditioned reinforcers that are paired with
multiple backup reinforcers and thus are not as likely to be affected by changes in motivating
operations (e.g., deprivation or satiation) for a single backup reinforcer (Catania, 2007). Money
(a kind of token) is the most common example given for a generalized conditioned reinforcer.
Human participants in laboratory settings often come into the laboratory with a long, rich history
of behavior previously reinforced with money. Though having a pre-established generalized
conditioned reinforcer is convenient for many research questions, it makes it difficult or
precludes determining what is required to create generalized conditioned reinforcers (DeFulio,
Yankelevitz, Bullock, & Hackenberg, 2014). Understanding the use and development of
generalized conditioned reinforcers is important as generalized conditioned reinforcers and
conditioned reinforcement, generally, are used to explain how human behavior is reinforced and
maintained (Skinner, 1953; Williams, 1994a, 1994b). Despite its importance as a concept, only a
few studies have investigated the necessary and sufficient conditions to create generalized
conditioned reinforcers.
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The use of token schedules of reinforcement with nonhuman animals has almost
exclusively used tokens paired with only a single primary reinforcer. When tokens are only
paired with a single reinforcer, a functional relation is observed between responding and the
degree of deprivation for that single reinforcer (DeFulio et al., 2014; Wolfe, 1936). Wolfe (1936)
deprived chimpanzees of either peanuts or water for 16 or 24 hr prior to presenting them with a
choice situation where they could respond for tokens paired with either peanuts or water. More
responding occurred on the alternative associated with the tokens for the currently deprived
reinforcer. This effect was greater for those chimpanzees that were deprived of the specific
reinforcer for longer periods of time. DeFulio et al. (2014) found a similar effect with the
responding of pigeons maintained by the delivery of food-paired or water-paired tokens. DeFulio
et al. expanded on Wolfe’s (1936) work by also reinforcing responding on an alternative
associated with the delivery of generalized tokens that could be exchanged for either food or
water. DeFulio et al. (2014) found evidence to support that the generalized tokens functioned as
more effective reinforcer. Under water restriction, more responding occurred on the alternative
associated with delivery of the generalized tokens than alternatives associated with food- or
water-paired tokens. Also, using a behavioral-economic method of comparing reinforcers,
demand curves for generalized tokens tended to be more inelastic under increasing response
requirements (i.e., with greater inelasticity suggesting greater reinforcer value) than those for
food- or water-paired reinforcers.
Similar results were found by researchers who systematically established tokens as
generalized conditioned reinforcers for children diagnosed with developmental disabilities
(Becraft & Rolider, 2015; Moher, Gould, Hegg, & Mahoney, 2008). In both experiments,
response rates were compared when responding resulted in the delivery of either tokens paired
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with a single reinforcer (nongeneralized tokens) or tokens paired with multiple reinforcers
(generalized tokens). Both the nongeneralized and generalized tokens were paired with a highly
preferred edible reinforcer. Comparisons of response rates were then made under conditions of
either 24-hr deprivation or satiation (i.e., prefeeding) of the highly-preferred edible. Higher
response rates tended to occur when responding resulted in the delivery of the generalized
tokens. This difference was greater under conditions of satiation of the highly preferred edible in
part because response rates decreased for responding maintained by delivery of the
nongeneralized tokens.
In the experiments by DeFulio et al. (2014) with pigeons and those by Moher et al.
(2008) and Becraft and Rolider (2015) with individuals with autism spectrum disorders, pairing
tokens with multiple backup reinforcers made the tokens function as generalized conditioned
reinforcers. In all these experiments, the generalized tokens functioned more effectively as
reinforcers than did tokens paired with a single reinforcer. Response rates were higher and
persisted under greater response requirements when responding resulted in generalized token
delivery response rates. Additionally, responding maintained by generalized token delivery was
not affected as much by deprivation or satiation associated with a single reinforcer. Given these
similarities, it is possible that the same processes involved in creating generalized conditioned
reinforcers are at work in both humans and nonhuman animals. These similarities are important
because the experimental analysis of behavior has long been facilitated by demonstrating that the
behavior of humans and nonhuman animals are the result of shared basic behavioral processes
(DeFulio et al., 2014; Hackenberg, 2009; Higgins & Morris, 1984; Skinner, 1953).
Discriminative stimuli. Stimuli that function as reinforcers also function as
discriminative stimuli. The discriminative function of reinforcers is such that some argue that
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reinforcers only have a discriminative or signaling function (Baum, 2012). This is in part because
the delivery of reinforcers, whether delivered response-dependently or –independently, may be
indicative of the availability of additional reinforcers (Baum, 2012; Franks & Lattal, 1976; Reid,
1958). Reid (1958) demonstrated this is also true of token delivery. Though some have
questioned the conditioned reinforcing aspects of token delivery, there is agreement that tokens
have discriminative or signaling functions that serve to organize behavior around primary
reinforcer deliveries (Baum, 2012; Davison & Baum, 2006; Shahan, 2010).
One of the most common findings regarding the discriminative functions of tokens is that
token schedules of reinforcement function like a chain schedule (Hackenberg, 2009). A chain
schedule is a schedule of reinforcement in which reinforcers are delivered after the completion of
two or more successive component schedules (i.e., links), and each component schedule is
associated with a different stimulus (Catania, 2007). In token schedules of reinforcement, each
successive production of a token functions like the next link of the chain. As each successive
token is produced, response rates tend to increase as the opportunity to exchange those tokens for
primary reinforcers is closer in time (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006; Foster, Hackenberg, &
Vaidya, 2001; Foster & Hackenberg, 2004). These increasing response rates with each
successive token production segment are similar to increasing response rates observed across
successive links in chain schedules (Jwaideh, 1973).
Bullock and Hackenberg (2015) conducted a series of experiments to further investigate
the multiple potential functions of tokens. Across three experiments, they had pigeons respond
on a two-component multiple schedule. One component used a token schedule of reinforcement,
and the other component used a schedule of an equivalent response requirement or frequency of
reinforcer delivery. In their first experiment, Bullock and Hackenberg compared responding
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under a token schedule of reinforcement to an equivalent tandem schedule. A tandem schedule is
arranged in the same manner as a chain schedule, but each component is associated with the
same stimulus (Catania, 2007). In Bullock and Hackenberg’s case, the tandem schedule
delivered primary reinforcers after an equivalent number of responses were made, but no tokens
were produced. Bullock and Hackenberg found that responding under a token schedule of
reinforcement compared to an equivalent tandem schedule produced similar results to those
obtained in a previous comparison of responding under chain and tandem schedules (Jwaideh,
1973). Pauses tend to be longer and response rates lower in the first few links of the token
component compared to pauses and response rates in the first few links of the tandem
component.
In their second experiment, Bullock and Hackenberg (2015) compared responding in a
standard token schedule of reinforcement to multiple variations on a standard token economy.
One variation was what they called a reverse-chain token economy. In the standard token
economy, tokens were produced on a fixed-ratio (FR) 50 schedule. Each token produced
signaled the completion of a link of the schedule. When four tokens were produced, an exchange
period began in which each token could be exchanged for food. In the reverse-chain token
economy, pigeons started with four tokens that were removed on a FR 50 schedule. When all
four tokens were removed, the exchange period began. Four tokens were then illuminated and
exchanged for food. In the reverse-chain token economy, each successive removal of a token
signals the completion of each link of the schedule and the approaching exchange period.
Bullock and Hackenberg found similar patterns of responding in the standard and reverse-chain
token economies. In both token economies, after each link of the chain was completed, when
exchange periods were closer in time, response rates were higher. In the standard token
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economy, the production of each token is usually conceptualized as an appetitive event, a
conditioned reinforcer that also signals the completion of each link of the schedule and the
approaching exchange period. By the same reasoning, in the reverse-chain token economy, the
removal of each token may be conceptualized as an appetitive event, a conditioned reinforcer
that also signals the completion of each link of the schedule. The discriminative and conditioned
reinforcing function of the token production or removal is influenced by its relation to the
operant contingencies in effect (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015).
In their third experiment, Bullock and Hackenberg compared responding on a standard
token economy where tokens and exchange periods were produced response-dependently to a
yoked schedule where tokens and exchange periods were delivered response-independently at
the same rate. They also found that response rates were higher at all points under the responsedependent schedule. However, they also found that responding persisted on the yoked schedule
and, much like responding on the standard token economy, responding tended to be faster on the
yoked schedule when in later links of the schedule, when the exchange period was closer in time.
They suggested that the tokens had eliciting functions much like stimuli used in autoshaping
procedures (Ricci, 1973).
Bullock and Hackenberg stated that tokens served multiple functions—as eliciting
stimuli, discriminative stimuli, and conditioned reinforcers. Bullock and Hackenberg went on to
state that it is the experimental arrangements, the contingencies in effect, which define the
function of the tokens in each context. Furthermore, the acknowledgement of one function did
not necessarily deny the importance of the any other potential function.
Response cost. Just as the response-dependent presentation of tokens functions as an
appetitive event, the response-dependent loss of tokens can function as an aversive event (Pietras
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& Hackenberg; Raiff, Bullock, & Hackenberg, 2008; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008). Responsecost procedures consist of contingencies that result in the loss or removal of reinforcers
dependent on a response (Azrin & Holz, 1966). Such procedures are routinely employed to
discourage dangerous or criminal behavior in everyday life (e.g., monetary fines for speeding,
drunk driving, vandalism, etc.). Similar contingencies that result in the response-dependent loss
of tokens have suppressed the responding of nonhuman animals (Pietras & Hackenberg, 2005;
Raiff, Bullock, & Hackenberg, 2008), humans in laboratory settings (Critchfield et al., 2003;
Pietras, Brandt, & Searcy, 2010; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; Weiner, 1962), and inappropriate
or maladaptive behavior in applied settings (Capriotti, Brandt, Ricketts, Espil, & Woods, 2012;
Conyers et al., 2004; Fox et al., 1987; Kazdin & Bootzin, 1972; Kazdin, 1982).
Pietras and Hackenberg (2005) demonstrated that response-cost contingencies functioned
to suppress responding in pigeons. Pigeons responded on a two component multiple schedule. In
each component, tokens were produced on a variable ratio (VR) 4 (random interval [RI] 30-s)
schedule. In one of the components, a FR 2 or 10 response cost contingency was imposed.
Pietras and Hackenberg found that responding decreased in the response cost component, and the
FR 2 response-cost contingency decreased responding to a greater degree than did the FR 10
response-cost contingency. As the opportunity to exchange tokens for food rarely happened in
the response-cost component, it was possible that response rates declined because of the reduced
reinforcement rate in that component.
Raiff et al. (2008) conducted a follow-up study that compared responding under a
response-cost condition in which tokens were removed response-dependently to a yoked-tokenloss condition in which tokens were removed response-independently. The yoked-token-loss
condition was designed to equate the frequency of token-losses and food deliveries with the
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response-cost condition. Degree of response suppression was evaluated by comparing rates of
responding in the response-cost and yoked-token-loss conditions to rates of responding in a
baseline standard token economy. Lower rates of reinforcement did suppress responding in both
the response-cost and yoked-token-loss conditions, but greater response suppression occurred in
the response-cost component. The response-dependent removal of tokens appeared to function as
a punisher for pigeons (Pietras & Hackenberg, 2005; Raiff et al., 2008) in much the same manner
as response-cost contingencies do with humans (Critchfield et al., 2003; Higgins & Morris, 1984;
Pietras et al., 2010; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; Weiner, 1962, 1963, 1964).
Response-cost procedures have also long been used in application. Iwata and Bailey
(1974) compared the effects of two different token-economy arrangements on students’
performance of academic tasks and the frequency of disruptive behavior. In one arrangement,
students were awarded tokens throughout a class period for not violating class rules (e.g., being
off-task, disrupting other students, etc.). In another arrangement, students were given ten tokens
at the beginning of a class period and lost tokens for each instance of violating the class rules.
Iwata and Bailey found that both arrangements resulted in equal reductions of rule violations and
off-task behavior, and that students equally preferred both arrangements. Additionally, as offtask behavior decreased, on-task behavior necessarily increased, suggesting a possible negative
reinforcement effect on behavior maintained by avoiding the loss of tokens.
Parameters of Token Schedules of Reinforcement
Token schedules of reinforcement function as second-order schedules comprised of three
separate but interrelated parts: 1.) A token-production schedule that determines under what
conditions responding produces tokens (e.g., one token is produced on a FR 50 schedule). 2.) An
exchange-production schedule that determines under what conditions opportunities to exchange
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tokens for other goods (i.e. reinforcers) occur (e.g., tokens may be exchanged every 10 min or
after 5 tokens are produced). 3.) A token-exchange schedule that determines how many tokens
are required to produce a reinforcer (e.g., 1, 3, or 6 tokens may be required to produce a single
reinforcer). Each part of a token schedule of reinforcement contributes to the overall pattern of
responding (Hackenberg, 2009).
The token-production schedule produces patterns of responding similar to those
maintained by equivalent schedules that result in the delivery of primary reinforcers (e.g., food).
When the responding of chimpanzees produced tokens on either FR or fixed-interval (FI)
schedules, responding to produce individual tokens tended to occur in a break-and-run pattern
under FR schedules and was positively accelerated under FI schedules (Kelleher 1956, 1958).
Malagodi (1967a, b, c) and Bullock and Hackenberg (2006) used rats and pigeons, respectively,
to extend Kelleher’s work by conducting more detailed examinations of responding under FR
and variable ratio (VR) token-production schedules. As with Kelleher’s results, response patterns
to produce individual tokens conformed to schedule-typical behavior under FR and VR
schedules (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). In addition, an inverse functional relation was observed
between response requirements to produce individual tokens and response rates.
The production of individual tokens may be viewed as a unit in a larger chain of behavior
controlled by the exchange-production schedule. The pattern of responding across successive
token-productions generally resembles schedule-typical patterns of behavior. Webbe and
Malagodi (1978) compared the responding of rats under FR 6 or VR 6 exchange-production
schedules (i.e., opportunities to exchange tokens occurred when this schedule requirement was
met) when each individual token was always produced on a FR 30 schedule. Webbe and
Malagodi found that the VR exchange-production schedules maintained higher response rates
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than did the FR exchange-production schedules. They found that most of this difference was the
result of long post-reinforcement pausing that occurred after tokens were exchanged in the FR
exchange-production schedule condition. Pausing was greater in early token-production
segments under the FR exchange-production schedule than in later token-production segments,
resembling a break-and-run pattern of responding typical of FR performance. Foster et al. (2001)
found similar patterns of behavior with pigeons across successive token-productions with a wider
range of FR and VR exchange-production schedules.
Bullock and Hackenberg (2006) expanded on previous experiments (Foster et al., 2001;
Webbe & Malagodi, 1978) by examining changes in responding across combinations of small
and large token-production and exchange-production schedules. Bullock and Hackenberg had
pigeons respond on token-production schedules ranging from FR 25-100 and exchangeproduction schedules ranging from FR 2-8. They found an inverse functional relation between
response rates and token-production schedules at each exchange-production ratio. They also
found an inverse relation between response rates and exchange-production schedules at each
token-production ratio. The highest response rates tended to occur when the frequency of token
delivery and exchange periods was greatest. They also found that response rates tended to
increase as successive tokens were produced.
In application, schedule control by the exchange-production schedule can also be
observed, even when opportunities to exchange tokens are produced response-independently.
Similar patterns of behavior were observed in the application of token economies at the
Achievement Place (Phillips, 1968; Phillips et al., 1971). At Achievement Place, youths referred
by the local juvenile court received and lost points for engaging in appropriate and inappropriate
behavior, respectively. Points were exchangeable for various privileges. Phillips et al. (1971)
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noted that when exchange periods occurred every Friday, a fixed-time (FT) 1 week exchangeproduction schedule, the participating youths tended to earn fewer points early in the week. As
the week passed, the youths began earning increasing numbers of points, similar to performance
in interval schedules. Phillips et al. also found levels of appropriate behavior were improved
more rapidly following intake at Achievement Place when youths started on a daily exchange
program, FT 1 day, versus the weekly exchange program. Frequency of appropriate behavior
further improved when Phillips et al. (1971) implemented a daily response requirement. This
change required the youths to earn so many points each day or lose privileges for each
subsequent day until the response requirement was met. By imposing an avoidance of privilegeloss contingency, Phillips et al. were able to improve levels of appropriate behavior.
Recently DeLeon et al. (2014) compared the frequency of exchange periods on the
responding of individuals diagnosed with developmental disorders. In their first experiment,
DeLeon et al. had participants respond in two conditions. In the distributed condition, each time
the participant performed some socially significant skill (e.g., academic activity), the participant
was given 30 s of access to a preferred activity. In the accumulated condition, the participant was
given a token for completing a similar skill. The participant was required to earn 10 tokens
before being given the opportunity to exchange the tokens. Each token in the accumulated
conditions was worth 30 s of access to the preferred activity. In each condition, sessions ended
when 10 tokens were earned or 5 min elapsed, not including reinforcer consumption time.
DeLeon et al. found that higher response rates occurred in the accumulated condition, the
condition associated with a lower frequency of exchange opportunities.
In their second experiment, DeLeon et al (2014) had participants respond on a concurrent
chains choice procedure. Participants were prompted to choose either the accumulated or
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distributed condition. Following a FR 1 choice response, participants responded under the chosen
condition until 10 tokens or reinforcer deliveries occurred. Preference for either condition was
measured as the cumulative number of choice responses across choice opportunities. DeLeon et
al also assessed how choice responses were affected by the use of either activity or edible
reinforcers. More choice responses occurred on the accumulated condition alternative than on the
distributed condition alternative when activity or edible reinforcers were delivered, but the
difference in choice responses between alternative was smaller when edible reinforcers were
used. DeLeon et al (2014) suggested some reinforcers might only function as reinforcers when
they can be consumed over an extended period of time. Thus, the temporally extended
consummatory behavior associated with an activity reinforcer may have increased choice
responses for the accumulated condition when an activity reinforcer was delivered. The
frequency of exchange opportunities can affect response rates (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006;
Foster et al., 2001), but DeLeon et al (2014) demonstrated that the type of reinforcer (e.g.,
activity or edible) and the number of reinforcers that can be consumed in an exchange period can
also influence response rates, though this effect was weak.
In all of these studies, the token-exchange schedule was held constant at FR 1—one
token was exchangeable for one reinforcer. In the only study to manipulate the token-exchange
schedule, Malagodi, Webbe, & Waddell (1975) had rats respond on either a FR or FI exchangeproduction schedule in which each token was produced on a FR 20 schedule. Across conditions,
the token-exchange schedule was changed such that multiple tokens were required to produce
each reinforcer. Response rates were lower when more tokens were required to produce a single
reinforcer.
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Negative Reinforcement in Token Economies
As token-loss functions as an aversive event, responding may also be maintained by the
avoidance of token-loss. For example, municipalities may encourage health and safety behavior
by imposing monetary fines that can be avoided if residents regularly mow their lawns, if drivers
and passengers in cars buckle their seat belts, and if restaurants maintain clean kitchens. These
contingencies are commonplace but, like most areas of aversive control, receive little attention in
research (Critchfield & Rasmussen, 2007).
In the laboratory, Weiner (1963, 1969a) conducted experiments in which human
participants began sessions with a maximum point total and were instructed to keep the total as
high as possible. Responding was maintained on postponement schedules that avoided or
escaped point-loss periods in which the total number of points was reduced rapidly. The
responding of participants maintained by the avoidance or escape of these point-loss periods
continued even when each response deducted one point (Weiner, 1963). Weiner (1969a)
gradually increased the periods of escape produced by responding over the course of the
experiment. When responding produced longer periods of escape/avoidance of the point-loss
periods, responding tended to be lower.
In application, several studies have compared the relative effectiveness of token
economies in which responding was maintained by token delivery or the avoidance of token-loss.
Iwata and Bailey (1974) compared the effects of two different token economy arrangements on
students’ performance of academic tasks and frequency of disruptive behavior. In one
arrangement, students were awarded tokens throughout a class period for not violating class rules
(e.g., being off-task, disrupting other students, etc.). In another arrangement, students were given
ten tokens at the beginning of a class period and lost tokens for each instance of violating the
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class rules. Iwata and Bailey found that both arrangements resulted in equal reductions of rule
violations and off-task behavior, and students equally preferred both arrangements. Additionally,
as off-task behavior decreased, on-task behavior necessarily increased. The researchers this was
the result of a possible reinforcement effect on behavior maintained by avoiding the loss of
tokens. Lippman & Motta (1993) in their comparison of token-gain and token-loss contingencies
suggested that using negative reinforcement contingencies to teach individuals may be beneficial
when used in conjunction with positive reinforcement contingencies. Such contingencies may be
adaptive for transitions to independent living situations in which mowing the lawn, doing dishes,
and washing laundry may not produce immediate programmed positive reinforcers, but will
avoid complaints, fines, and unsanitary living conditions.
More recently, Donaldson et al. (2014) also found that symmetrical token-gain and loss
contingencies decreased disruptive behavior. For some participants, however, greater decreases
were observed in the token-loss contingency condition, and more participants preferred the
token-loss contingency. Additionally Donaldson et al. suggested that token-loss contingencies
may be simpler to implement. A better understanding of the contingencies that operate to
maintain avoidance of token-loss may serve to make these token economies more effective and
give practitioners additional treatment options.
Theoretical Benefits of Tokens
The use of token schedules may also offer a unique avenue for research into the processes
of positive and negative reinforcement. Researchers in the past have attempted to examine
whether appetitive events (e.g. food delivery) exert the same control over behavior that aversive
events (e.g., shock delivery) do. The problem with this line of research often involves asking
how much food is equivalent to a shock. De Villiers (1980) attempted to quantify this relation,
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but other researchers have instead opted to use token systems and human participants to address
this issue.
By using token schedules of reinforcement, contingent gains and losses can occur along
the same dimension. This allows the potential of assessing the symmetry of the law of effect.
Under a symmetrical law of effect equivalent losses and gains have equivalent effects on
behavior. For example, Magoon and Critchfield (2008) maintained the responding of humans,
mouse-clicks, on concurrent variable-cycle (VC) schedules. VC schedules are arranged similarly
to variable interval (VI) schedules. They differ in that VI schedules reinforce the first response
that occurs after the interval elapses; VC schedules set up an event to occur (e.g., reinforcer
delivery, a scheduled shock is avoided) contingent on the first response that occurs during the
interval. If the interval elapses in a VC schedule without a response occurring, the responsedependent event is cancelled (e.g., no reinforcer delivery, a scheduled shock occurs). In Magoon
and Critchfield’s arrangement, responding on one schedule delivered monetary gains and
responding on the other avoided monetary losses of the same amount. The results conformed to
expectations based on the generalized matching law. Responding occurred on either schedule as
a function of the relative distribution of reinforcement. That is, when money-gain was relatively
more frequent, more responding occurred on the money-gain option and vice versa. The
researchers suggested that producing monetary gains and avoiding monetary losses of the same
amount had similar effects on responding.
According to another theory borne from behavioral economics, loss-aversion, aversive
events (e.g., money loss) exert greater control over behavior than do appetitive events (e.g.,
money gain) (Brosnan, Jones, Lamberth, Mareno, Richardson, & Schapiro, 2007; Chen,
Lakshminarayanan, & Santos, 2006; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, 2000; Pelé, Broihanne,
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Thierry, Call, & Dufour, 2014). Some research from behavior analysis supports this theory
(Donaldson et al., 2014; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008). Rasmussen & Newland (2008), for
example, analyzed responding of human participants, mouse-clicks, on concurrent schedules in
which one alternative produced only money-gains and the other produced both money-gains and
response-dependent money-losses. More responding occurred on the money-gain only alternative
than would be expected if money-gains and money-losses were of equal effectiveness. The
researchers suggested response-dependent money-losses exerted greater control over responding
than did equivalent gains.
However, the robustness of loss aversion across other species and even within the human
species is unclear (Magoon & Critchfield, 2008; Pelé et al., 2014; Silberberg et al., 2008).
Experiments examining factors that affect responding for gains and losses in a token economy
may further illustrate what factors influence the appearance of loss aversion or a symmetrical law
of effect. Demonstrations of responding maintained by token-gain and avoidance of token-loss in
nonhuman animals may provide evidence illustrating whether loss aversion is a product of
human cultural practices or a basic behavioral process (Chen et al., 2006; Harbaugh, Krause, &
Berry, 2001; Harbaugh, Krause, & Vesterlund, 2001; Silberberg et al., 2008). Additionally,
pursuing such research would shed light on how contingencies operating in a token-loss
avoidance arrangement affect responding, which may have value to both basic and applied
research.
This research taken together supports the idea that behavior under token schedules of
reinforcement where responding produces tokens is a joint function of the token-production,
exchange-production, and token-exchange schedules. It is possible that behavior maintained by
the avoidance of token-losses will be affected by manipulations in similar components: the
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frequency with which token-losses are avoided, the frequency with which opportunities to
exchange the tokens occur, and the token-exchange schedule in effect. Pursuing this line of
research will immediately provide greater general knowledge about responding maintained by
the avoidance of token-losses and conditioned reinforcers. In the long run, this research may
have additional value by providing another method for further examination of the symmetrical
law of effect and loss-aversion (Magoon & Critchfield, 2008; Silberberg et al., 2008).
Additionally, this research may have translational relevance by providing more information
about factors that affect responding in response-cost token economies used in applied settings
(Iwata & Bailey, 1974; Donaldson et al., 2014) and in the broader culture (e.g., municipal fines).
Statement of the Problem
The experimental analysis of token systems has implications for both basic research and
application. In the laboratory, tokens often are used as reinforcers for both humans and
nonhuman animals (Hackenberg, 2009). In terms of application, token systems are pervasive. In
everyday life they exist in the form of monetary rewards and losses. In applied settings, they are
components of behavior-management plans. The response-dependent delivery and loss of tokens
can reinforce and punish behavior, respectively (Hackenberg, 2009), but less research has
examined the parameters that affect responding that avoids or escapes the loss of tokens
(Donaldson et al., 2014; Lippman & Motta, 1993; Magoon & Critchfield, 2008; Weiner, 1963,
1969) even though such contingencies exist in everyday life. Laboratory research with
nonhuman animals has provided more knowledge about the parameters that affect responding
maintained by the delivery of tokens (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015; Hackenberg, 2009).
Laboratory research with nonhuman animals may provide us with more knowledge about the
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parameters that affect responding maintained by the avoidance of token-losses and what
conditions are necessary to establish such behavior.
Theoretically, the analysis of token systems allows for the examination of the processes
of positive and negative reinforcement using the same stimulus, in which presentations and
losses of tokens correspond to equivalent gains and losses of reinforcement. Thus, responding
can be maintained by the response-dependent presentation of tokens and the response-dependent
avoidance of the loss of tokens. Responding under token schedules of reinforcement that result in
the presentation of tokens (a positive reinforcement arrangement) are a joint function of the
token-production, exchange-production, and token-exchange schedules. It is not as well
understood how parameters similar to the token-production, exchange-production, and tokenexchange schedules may affect responding that avoids the loss of tokens (a negative
reinforcement arrangement).
This study examined whether similar factors that affect responding to produce tokens
have a similar effect on responding to avoid token-loss. This study assessed how parameters
similar to the token-production, exchange-production, and token-exchange schedules used in a
positive reinforcement arrangement operate in a negative reinforcement arrangement. This was
done to inform our understanding of responding to avoid token-loss generally. Such information
may have value in future basic research comparing the influence of equivalent losses and gains
on responding (Magoon & Critchfield, 2008; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; Silberberg et al.,
2008) and on the use of token-loss contingencies in applied settings (Donaldson et al., 2014).
Experiment 1
Responding in a token economy is a joint function of three separate but interrelated
components, the first of which is the token-production schedule. Token-production schedules
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that delivered tokens more frequently maintained higher rates of responding (Bullock &
Hackenberg, 2006; Kelleher, 1958). A similar parameter may function in a token-loss avoidance
arrangement, the schedule of how frequently token-losses occur. Higher rates of responding
occur when shocks or point-loss are scheduled more frequently (Courtney & Perone, 1992; de
Villiers, 1972, 1974; Weiner, 1969a).
In previous studies, responding was maintained by postponement of point-loss periods
(Weiner, 1963, 1969a) and VC schedules of shock (Courtney & Perone, 1992; de Villiers, 1972,
1974; Logue & de Villiers, 1978) and money-loss avoidance (Magoon & Critchfield, 2008).
Variable-cycle schedules allow the experimenter to eliminate the fixed temporal relation between
responses and aversive events that exists in postponement schedules, but still measure the
frequency of scheduled events (e.g. token-loss) and their avoidance (Anger, 1963; de Villiers,
1972). In the first experiment, responding under VC schedules of different average durations was
examined to determine if higher rates of responding to avoid token-loss would occur when
token-losses were scheduled more frequently.
Method
Subjects
Three White Carneau pigeons were used. Pigeons 267 and 819 were experimentally naïve
at the beginning of this experiment, and Pigeon 847 had a history of responding on a variety of
reinforcement schedules. Each was maintained at 80% of free-feeding weight (± 15 g) by postsession feedings occurring at least 30 min after sessions. Food used in sessions and post-session
feedings consisted of Purina Nutri-Blend™ pellets. Pigeons were housed individually with free
access to water and health grit in a vivarium on a 12:12 hr light/dark cycle.
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Apparatus
One operant chamber with a work area of 31 cm H x 30 cm W x 33 cm L was used. The
work panel had three 2-cm diameter Gerbrands Co. response keys. Keys were evenly spaced
horizontally across the work panel. The center key was located along the midline of the panel 7
cm from the ceiling with another key located 5 cm on either side. Keys were transilluminated by
7-W, 28-V bulbs. The center and left keys were transilluminated by a green and red light,
respectively. The right key was dark and inoperative. Responding on the keys produced auditory
feedback clicks. Reinforcers were delivered by raising a Gerbrands Co, model G610, hopper
filled with Purina Nutri-Blend™ pellets. The hopper was located behind a 5-cm square aperture,
7 cm below the center key. During reinforcer deliveries, the aperture was lit by a 7-W, 28-V
bulb. A 7-W, 28-V houselight was located behind a 5-cm diameter circular aperture 2 cm from
the right side of work panel and 2 cm from the floor provided general illumination. A row of 7
green 40-mcd LEDs were centered 2 cm above the center key with each LED spaced 1 cm apart
on either side. A ventilation fan and white noise generator provided ventilation and masked
extraneous sound. A computer running Med-PC IV® software controlled experimental
procedures and recorded data.
Procedure
All sessions occurred at approximately the same time each day, 7 days a week.
Pretraining. Figure 1 is a diagram of the first phase of pretraining. The 7 LEDs (tokens),
the houselight, and the center (exchange) key were turned on at the start of the session. The
exchange key was green. One response on the exchange key turned off the houselight, the
keylight, and the right-most LED and produced 2.5 s access to food. This constituted a token
exchange. After the left-most LED was exchanged, all seven tokens were turned on again.
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Sessions ended when 63 tokens were exchanged. Sessions continued in this way until all
exchange responses occurred with short latencies (< 5 s) following reinforcer delivery. Handshaping was used to train the key-peck response to the exchange key for Pigeons 267 and 819.
Figure 2 is a diagram of the second phase of pretraining. In this phase of pretraining, the
left (avoidance) key was turned on at the start of the session. The left key was red. The period
when only the avoidance key was on is described hereafter as the token-loss avoidance period.
When the token-loss avoidance period began, the left-most token was turned on (delivered).
Once the token was delivered, a fixed-cycle (FC) 5-s schedule of token-loss avoidance began.
Within the fixed cycle (i.e., interval), the first response on the avoidance key canceled a tokenloss that otherwise would occur at the end of the cycle. No stimulus change accompanied the
cancelation. If a cycle elapsed without a response on the avoidance key, the token was removed
by turning off the LED.
When the 5-s cycle elapsed, an exchange period began. During the exchange period, the
exchange key was green. If a token remained, one response on the exchange key turned off the
center keylight, houselight, and the LED and produced 2.5-s access to food. When no token
remained, pecks to the exchange key produced no consequence. Exchange periods lasted for 30
s, including reinforcer time. Tokens not exchanged by the end of the exchange period were
turned off and did not carry over to the next token-loss avoidance period (cf. Pietras &
Hackenberg, 2005; Raiff et al., 2008).
During this pretraining phase, the avoidance key remained transilluminated during the
exchange period. A peck to the avoidance key during the exchange period terminated the
remainder of the exchange period, turned off the exchange key, and began a new token-loss
avoidance period by delivering one token and initiating the 5-s cycle.
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Sessions continued until the first exchange period after at least 56 tokens were delivered
ended. The second phase of pretraining continued until the pigeon canceled at least 80% of token
losses across three consecutive sessions. Across the last 3 sessions of the second phase of
pretraining, Pigeons 267, 819, and 847 cancelled 86.67%, 90.76%, and 91.56% of scheduled
token losses, respectively.
Figure 3 is a diagram of the third phase of pretraining and the arrangement used in the
rest of Experiment 1 (described below). In this phase of pretraining, the token-loss avoidance
period began with the response-independent delivery of a number of tokens and the avoidance
key turning on. The number of tokens delivered at the beginning of the token-loss avoidance
period was increased gradually across sessions. Initially, only a single token was delivered at the
beginning of each token-loss avoidance period. Decisions to increase the number of tokens were
based on visual analysis of responding on the avoidance key. If no systematic trends were
observed in responding across three consecutive sessions, the number of tokens was increased.
The number of tokens delivered was increased by expanding an array from which the number of
tokens delivered was selected randomly without replacement. The initial array consisted only of
the value 1. This was increased to an array consisting of two values: 1 and 2. This next was
increased to an array consisting of three values: 1, 2, and 3, etc. At the end of training, a variable
number of tokens were delivered by selecting randomly without replacement from an array of
seven values ranging from 1-7 with an average of 4 tokens. As 56 tokens were delivered in each
session, this ensured each value from the array was selected twice in each session.
Time in the token-loss avoidance period varied depending on the number of tokens
delivered. Token-loss avoidance periods ended and exchange periods began when a number of
cycles equal to the number of tokens delivered elapsed. For example, if one token was delivered
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at the start of the token-loss avoidance period, one 5-s cycle elapsed before the token-loss
avoidance period ended and the exchange period began. If two tokens were delivered at the start
of the token-loss avoidance period, two 5-s cycles elapsed before the token-loss avoidance period
ended and the exchange period began, etc. Across sessions, the average number of tokens
delivered at the start of the token-loss avoidance period was gradually increased. Doing this
gradually leaned the frequency of exchange periods that occurred and increased the duration
during which the pigeon must respond.
Once the average number of tokens delivered was increased to four, the schedule of
token-loss avoidance was gradually leaned. The FC cycle changed to a VC schedule. The VC
schedule consisted of 12 intervals (cycles) selected without replacement, generated from a
Fleshler-Hoffman (1962) distribution with an average duration gradually increased across
sessions. The values in the distribution were modified so the minimum duration was 5 s (cf.
Courtney & Perone, 1992).
Exchange periods operated as described above, except for the differences described
below. The avoidance key turned off once the exchange period began and pecks to the dark
avoidance key had no programmed consequences. Exchange periods lasted until all tokens were
exchanged. If no tokens remained when the exchange period was scheduled to begin, the
avoidance key turned off and the exchange key flashed for 0.5 s before starting the next tokenloss avoidance period. Exchange periods operated in this manner for the remainder of the
experiment.
Effects of VC schedules of token-loss avoidance. Table 1 lists the order of conditions
and the number of sessions conducted in each condition. The VC schedule of token-loss
avoidance was changed across conditions. The VC schedules were constructed as described
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above with average durations of 10, 30, and 90 s. The effects of VC 10, 30, and 90-s token-loss
avoidance schedules on responding were compared across conditions. Pigeons were exposed to
VC avoidance schedules of different average durations for a minimum of 15 sessions and until
responding on the avoidance key appears stable. Stability was defined as no systematic trends
over the last 5 sessions based on visual inspection. This stability criterion was used before all
condition changes across the experiment.
Extinction (EXT). In the final condition, responding on the avoidance key was placed on
extinction by making keypecking ineffective in avoiding token loss. Instead, token losses
occurred independently of responding, on a variable time (VT) 10-s schedule, arranged in a
similar manner to the VC 10-s schedule. The effect of this schedule was that each exchange
period occurred with zero tokens remaining. Parameters of the schedule during this condition
were, except for the response-independent token loss contingency, similar to conditions in which
the VC schedules were in effect.
Results and Discussion
Figure 4 shows overall response rates on the avoidance key during the token-loss
avoidance period across different VC schedules of programmed token-loss frequency. Overall
response rates were determined by dividing the number of responses emitted on the avoidance
key by the amount of time spent in the token-loss avoidance period. Overall response rates
increased as a function of the frequency of scheduled token-losses. When responding on the
avoidance key did not prevent token-losses in the EXT condition, responding dropped to zero or
near zero for Pigeons 267 and 819. Responding did not entirely stop for Pigeon 847 during EXT,
but response rates were at their lowest.
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Pigeon 267 was not exposed to the VC 90-s condition because overall response rates
were very low in the VC 30-s condition. It seemed unlikely that further reductions in overall
response rates would be observed under a VC 90-s schedule of token-loss because of a possible
floor effect. Overall response rates increased in the following VC 10-s conditions relative to the
VC 30-s condition, but overall response rates in the second VC 10-s condition were lower than in
the first VC 10-s condition. Response rates in one condition may have been influenced by
responding in the previous condition (i.e., sequence effects). Given the low rate of responding in
the second VC 10-s condition, rather than replicate the VC 30-s condition, the EXT condition
was implemented. Responding in the EXT condition dropped to near zero.
Changes in response rates also were assessed in relation to the number of tokens present
to evaluate whether proximity to the exchange period affected responding (Bullock &
Hackenberg, 2006; Foster et al., 2001). Local response rates on the avoidance key were
calculated by dividing the number of responses on the avoidance key by the amount of time
elapsed from the beginning of the token-loss avoidance period until either the right-most token
was removed or the exchange period occurred, whichever came first. Figure 5 shows the average
local response rates as a function of the number of tokens present from the last 5 sessions of each
condition. Figure 6 shows these same data aggregated for each VC schedule for ease of
comparison. Local response rates increased when fewer tokens were present. As with the overall
response rates in Figure 4, local response rates increased as function of frequency of scheduled
token-losses. Differences in local response rates between different VC schedules were greater
when fewer tokens were present.
Figure 7 shows the percentage of scheduled token-losses that were canceled for each
pigeon. This index was determined by dividing the total number of scheduled token-losses
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canceled by the total number of tokens delivered in a session (56). The percentage of scheduled
token-losses canceled did not change systematically as a function of the frequency of scheduled
token-losses. For Pigeons 819 and 847, there was little variation in the percentage of scheduled
token-losses that were canceled across conditions. The percentage of scheduled token-losses
canceled across VC 10-90-s conditions averaged 59.21% (range, 37.50-82.14%) for Pigeon 819
and 58.36% (range, 46.43-75.00%) for Pigeon 847. For Pigeon 267, the percentage of scheduled
token-losses canceled in the first VC 10-s condition averaged 69.29% (range, 53.57-73.57%).
The percentage of token-losses canceled decreased in the following VC 30-s and VC 10-s
conditions to an average of 32.14% (range, 8.93-50.00%) and 38.93% (range, 19.64-51.79%),
respectively.
Figures 8 and 9 show the frequency of exchange periods and token exchanges across
conditions, respectively. The frequency of exchange periods was determined by dividing the total
number of exchange periods that occurred in each session by the time spent in the token-loss
avoidance period. Each token exchange was followed by food delivery. The frequency of token
exchanges was determined by dividing the total number of tokens exchanged by the total session
time minus food delivery time (2.5 s/food delivery). Conditions associated with more frequent
scheduled token-losses were associated with more frequent exchange periods and token
exchanges. The EXT condition was associated with the same frequency of exchange periods as
the VC 10-s condition. Because no token-losses were canceled in the EXT condition, these
exchange periods were brief (.5-s) and were not associated with token exchanges. These brief
presentations of the exchange period stimuli in the EXT condition were not sufficient to maintain
responding without being paired with token exchanges relative to the other conditions (Figures 4,
5, and 6).
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Overall response rates were a function of the frequency of scheduled token-losses (Fig.
4). This relation is similar to that obtained between response rates and the rate of programmed
electric shock delivery under electric-shock avoidance schedules (e.g., Courtney & Perone, 1992;
de Villiers, 1972, 1974; Logue & de Villiers, 1978). This relation is also similar to the relation
between response rates and the frequency of scheduled point- or money-losses observed when
responding of humans is maintained by the avoidance of point- or money-loss (Magoon &
Critchfield, 2008; Weiner, 1969a).
The relation between the overall rate of responding of pigeons and the frequency of
scheduled-token losses in this experiment is similar to previous experiments in which the
responding of nonhuman animals was maintained by the delivery of tokens. The rate of
responding of nonhuman animals in previous experiments changed as a function of the frequency
of token-deliveries (Foster et al., 2001; Malagodi 1967a, b, c). The frequency of scheduled
token-losses in a token-loss avoidance arrangement appears to function in the same manner the
as the frequency of token-deliveries in a token-production arrangement.
There also appeared to be some similarities in the changes in local response rates in this
experiment and previous experiments in which responding was maintained by the delivery of
tokens. In those previous experiments (Bullock and Hackenberg, 2006; Foster et al., 2001;
Webbe & Malagodi, 1978), response rates increased across token-production segments (i.e., the
number of tokens so far produced and accumulated on the counter). There was a functional
relation between the number of tokens and local response rates. This may have been because the
more tokens present, the closer subjects were temporally to exchange periods and food. In this
experiment, there was an inverse relation between the number of tokens and local response rates.
The fewer tokens present, the closer pigeons were to exchange periods and food. The closer
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pigeons were to exchange periods and food, response rates increased (Figures 5 and 6). Bullock
and Hackenberg (2006) also found that local response rates tended to be highest in those
conditions associated with the most frequent token-deliveries. In the present experiments, higher
local response rates occurred in the conditions associated with the more frequent scheduled
token-losses.
Bullock and Hackenberg (2006) found that response rates were affected by both the
token-production and exchange-production schedule. Response rates were higher when tokens
and exchange periods were produced more frequently. A limitation of this experiment was that
the frequency of scheduled token-losses and exchange periods varied concurrently. In
Experiment 2, the effect of the frequency of exchange periods on responding was examined
when the VC schedule of token-loss was held constant.
Experiment 2
This experiment investigated the effects on token loss avoidance of the second of the
three variables described in the statement of the problem, the frequency of exchange periods.
When responding is maintained by the delivery of tokens, response rates are higher when
exchange periods occur more frequently. In previous experiments, more frequent opportunities to
exchange tokens maintained higher rates of responding than did less frequent opportunities for
such exchanges (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006; Foster et al., 2001; Waddell, Leander, Webbe, &
Malagodi, 1972; Webbe & Malagodi, 1978; Phillips et al., 1971). Therefore in this second
experiment, token-loss avoidance responding was examined as a function of the frequency of
exchange periods when the VC schedule of token-loss avoidance was constant.
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Subjects and Apparatus
Three pigeons (different pigeons from those in Experiment 1) were used. Pigeon 942 was
experimentally naïve at the beginning of this experiment. Pigeons 1022 and 1104 had previous
experience responding on various schedules of reinforcement. Maintenance was as described in
Experiment 1. The same apparatus described in Experiment 1 was used.
Procedure
Pretraining. Pretraining described in Experiment 1 was conducted. Pigeons 942, 1022,
and 1104 cancelled on average 82.32, 87.72, and 87.5% of scheduled token-losses across the last
three sessions of pretraining.
Effects of exchange period frequency. Table 2 lists the order of conditions and the
number of sessions conducted in each condition. Pigeons responded initially on the VC 30-s
avoidance schedule as described in Experiment 1. Pigeons 942 and 1104 responded on a VC 10-s
schedule in later conditions following low rates of responding on the VC 30-s schedule. The
stability criteria were as described in Experiment 1.
The effects of different exchange-production schedules on responding in the context of a
token-loss avoidance schedule were assessed across conditions. The frequency of exchange
periods was manipulated by changing the number of tokens that were delivered at the start of
each token-loss avoidance period. As in Experiment 1, time in the token-loss avoidance period
varied depending on the number of tokens delivered. Across conditions a fixed number (FN) of
tokens were delivered at the start of each token-loss avoidance period. Either FN 2, 4, or 6 tokens
were delivered at the start of each token-loss avoidance period and the token-loss avoidance
period lasted until 2, 4, or 6 VC cycles elapsed. For example, when VC 30-s cycles were used,
exchange periods occurred on average every 60, 120, or 180 s. Once initiated, exchange periods
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operated in the same manner as described in Experiment 1 with each token exchangeable for one
reinforcer.
The removal of tokens may have served as a signal of when exchange periods were about
to occur. It was possible that both the frequency of exchange periods and the number of tokens
present in part influenced responding. In an attempt to separate these effects, a FN 6x1 condition
was conducted. In this condition, six tokens were delivered at the beginning of the token-loss
avoidance period, but an exchange period occurred at the end of each VC cycle. Thus, exchange
periods occurred equally often, regardless of the number of tokens present.
In each condition, sessions ended following the exchange period that occurred after at
least 60 tokens had been delivered. This was done to keep the number of tokens delivered across
conditions constant.
Results and Discussion
Figure 10 shows overall response rates on the avoidance key during token-loss avoidance
periods across conditions. When fewer tokens were presented at the beginning of the token-loss
avoidance period, exchange periods occurred more frequently, with the exception of the FN 6x1
conditions. Tokens were scheduled to be removed according to either a VC 30- or VC 10-s
schedule. When token-losses occurred on a VC 30-s schedule, overall response rates for Pigeon
1022 generally increased when exchange periods occurred more often. Pigeons 942 and 1104
responded at very low overall rates and did not show consistent differences in overall response
rates across conditions. When token-losses occurred on a VC 10-s schedule, overall response
rates for Pigeons 942 and 1104 increased when exchange periods occurred more often.
Additionally, for Pigeon 1104 overall rates of responding increased under a VC 10-s schedule
compared to a VC 30-s schedule.
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Changes in local response rates also were assessed as a function of the number of tokens
present to determine if proximity to the exchange period affected local response rates, as
described in Experiment 1 (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006; Foster et al., 2001). Unlike Figures 5
and 6, Figures 11 and 12 include all responses emitted when a given number of tokens were
present. This was done because across conditions, a fixed number of tokens was given at the
beginning of each token-loss avoidance period, and, within a condition, the number of tokens
present only changed as tokens were lost. This allowed for comparisons of local responding
across conditions when tokens were first presented and as tokens were lost.
Figures 11 and 12 show average local response rates as a function of the number of
tokens present. Figure 11 shows the average local response rates from the last 5 sessions of each
condition. Figure 12 shows these results aggregated for each VC schedule and FN condition for
ease of comparison. Similar rates of responding occurred when 6, 4, and 2 tokens were presented
in the FN 6, 4, and 2 conditions, respectively. Within each condition, local response rates
increased as fewer tokens were present. Exceptions were the FN 6 condition for Pigeon 1022 and
the FN 6 condition for Pigeon 942 under the VC 10-s schedule, where response rates were
unchanged across the number of tokens present.
Figure 13 shows the percentage of scheduled token-losses canceled across conditions. For
Pigeon 942 there was little variation in this percentage under the VC 30-s schedule. Under the
VC 10-s schedule, the percentage of scheduled token-losses canceled was lower in the FN 6 and
FN 6x1 conditions compared to the FN 2 condition. For Pigeon 1104, the percentage of tokenlosses canceled did not vary systematically across conditions under the VC 30-s schedule
conditions. Under the VC 10-s schedule conditions, a higher percentage of scheduled token
losses were canceled when exchange periods were more frequent. For Pigeon 1022, a higher
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percentage of scheduled token-losses were canceled in the when exchange periods were more
frequent.
Figure 14 shows that within the VC 30-s and VC 10-s conditions, exchange periods
occurred most frequently under the FN 6x1 conditions, followed by the FN 2, 4, and 6
conditions. Generally, exchange periods occurred more frequently under the VC 10-s schedule
compared to the VC 30-s schedule. Of note is that the FN 2 condition under the VC 30-s
schedule and the FN 6 condition under the VC 10-s schedule produced exchange periods with
the same frequency.
Figure 15 shows rates of token exchanges across conditions. For Pigeon 942 there was
little variation in the rate of token exchanges across conditions under the VC 30-s schedule. The
rate of token exchanges increased under the VC 10-s schedule, especially in the FN 2 conditions.
For Pigeon 1104, the rates of token exchanges under the VC 30-s schedule increased and then
asymptoted across conditions before declining in the FN 6x1 condition. Under the VC 10-s
schedule, rates of token exchanges increased. For Pigeon 1022, rates of token exchanges were
higher in the FN 2 and FN 6x1 conditions than in the FN 6 conditions.
The results of the present experiment are generally consistent with those of previous
experiments (Bullock and Hackenberg 2006; Foster et al., 2001; Webbe & Malagodi, 1978) in
which responding was maintained by the delivery of tokens. In those experiments, response rates
varied as function of the frequency of exchange periods. A similar relation for overall response
rates was observed for Pigeon 1022 under the VC 30-s schedule and for Pigeons 942 and 1104
under the VC 10-s schedule.
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Why this functional relation between overall response rates and frequency of exchange
periods was only observed for two pigeons under the VC 10-s schedule and not under the VC 30s schedule is unclear. All pigeons performed equally well under pretraining. Poor performance
on canceling scheduled token-losses may be a factor. The lower percentage of scheduled tokenlosses and associated rate of token-exchanges under the VC 30-s schedule may account for
Pigeon 1104’s overall response rates. However, Pigeons 942 and 1022 canceled similar
percentages of scheduled-token losses (Fig. 13) and engaged in similar rates of token-exchanges
(Fig. 15) under the VC 30-s schedules, yet a functional relation between response rates and the
frequency of exchange periods under the VC 30-s schedule was only shown for Pigeon 1022.
Perhaps, under the current token-loss avoidance arrangements, the frequency of exchange
periods is not a particularly potent variable for affecting overall response rates and is only
effective under a narrow range of VC schedules. This range of effective VC schedules may vary
by individual subjects.
It is possible that overall response rates may affected by an interaction between the VC
schedule and frequency of exchange periods. Bullock and Hackenberg (2006) found an
interaction between token-production and exchange-production schedules. The highest rates of
responding occurred when tokens and exchange periods were most frequent. A possible
interaction between the frequency of scheduled token-losses and the frequency of exchange
periods in the present experiment can be evaluated by comparing the FN 2 condition under the
VC 30-s schedule and the FN 6 condition under the VC 10-s schedule in Figures 10 and 14 for
Pigeons 942 and 1104. The frequency of exchange periods was similar in both conditions (Fig.
14), but overall response rates were equal to or greater in the FN 6 condition under the VC 10-s
schedule (Fig 10). These results are similar to those obtained by Bullock and Hackenberg (2006)
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when responding was maintained by the delivery of tokens. Future research may be conducted to
evaluate the possible interaction of the schedule of token-loss and frequency of exchange
periods.
Other similarities between this experiment and those in which responding was
maintained by the delivery of tokens were present the local response rates. In responding
maintained by token delivery, local response rates increased as a function of the number of
tokens present (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006; Foster et al., 2001). Under certain conditions in
this experiment, local response rates were inversely related to the number of tokens present. In
both cases, local response rates increased with closer proximity to exchange periods and food.
Local response rates in this experiment may have increased when fewer tokens were present
because when fewer tokens were present may have signaled approaching exchange periods. If
this were the case, then local response rates across tokens present should be constant in the FN
6x1 conditions (i.e. a flat function), because exchange periods occur approximately every 10 or
30 s depending on the VC schedule in effect. A mostly flat function of local response rates was
observed only for Pigeon 942 in the FN 6x1 VC 10-s condition. Local response rates were higher
when fewer tokens were present for Pigeons 1104 and 1022 in the FN 6x1 VC 10-s and VC 30-s
conditions.
Local response rates in the FN 6x1 conditions may have been influenced by histories of
responding in other conditions where higher rates of responding occurred when fewer tokens
were present. Freeman and Lattal (1992) demonstrated that histories of reinforcement of
different response rates could influence responding in conditions where reinforcement
contingencies did not require specific response rates. Weiner (1969a) showed similar effects in
responding maintained by avoidance of point-loss. Tokens have been suggested to have both
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reinforcing and discriminative or signaling properties (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015;
Hackenberg, 2009; Mazur, 2014; Shahan, 2010). It is possible that the higher local response rates
in the FN 6x1 conditions when fewer tokens were present was influenced by a history of
responding in previous conditions when fewer tokens present were associated with impending
exchange periods. With extended time responding in the FN 6x1 condition, perhaps local
response rates across tokens present would more closely resemble those of Pigeon 942.
The percentage of scheduled-losses canceled varied across conditions in this experiment
(Fig. 13). These results are different from those of Experiment 1 (Fig. 7), which showed little
variation in the percentage of token-losses canceled across conditions. Perhaps the variability
observed in Experiment 2 was the result of delivering a fixed rather than a variable number of
tokens at the beginning of each token-loss avoidance period. Future research might compare
responding in these conditions more directly.
The frequency of token exchanges also varied across conditions in the present experiment
(Fig. 15). In comparing these results to Figure 10, response rates generally were higher in
conditions associated with more frequent token exchanges. Higher rates of token exchanges may
have contributed to increasing or maintaining overall response rates. These conditions also
happened to be those conditions with a greater frequency of exchange periods. Experiment 3
therefore was conducted to determine whether responding was affected by rates of food
deliveries following token exchanges by manipulating the token-exchange schedule.
Experiment 3
In this experiment, the third of the three variables described in the statement of the
problem, the token-exchange schedule, was investigated. Only Malagodi et al. (1975) has
previously examined the effect of the token-exchange schedule on responding maintained by
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token delivery. In that study, response rates decreased as a function of the number of tokens
required to produce a single reinforcer. The third experiment was designed to assess the relation
between token-loss avoidance responding and the token-exchange schedule when the VC
schedule of token-loss avoidance and the frequency of exchange periods was held constant.
Subjects and Apparatus
Pigeons 267, 819, and 847 from Experiment 1 were used in this experiment. Maintenance
was as described in Experiment 1. The apparatus was as described in Experiment 1.
Procedure
Following Experiment 1, responding was reestablished and maintained on the VC 10-s
token-loss avoidance schedule described in Experiment 1 (detailed in Appendix A). The same
stability criteria described in Experiment 1 were used in this experiment.
Table 3 lists the order of conditions and the number of sessions conducted in each
condition. The effects of different token-exchange schedules on responding in the context of a
token-loss avoidance schedule were assessed across conditions. The token-exchange schedule
was manipulated by changing the token-to-reinforcer exchange ratio across conditions.
Token:reinforcer ratios of 1:1, 1:3, and 3:1initially were examined. The 1:3 condition was
selected because satiation was considered an issue that might decrease responding. When reliable
differences were not detected in the 1:3 or 3:1 conditions, ratios of 1:12 or 12:1 were used as
Malagodi et al. (1975) detected the greatest changes in responding in the 12:1 token-exchange
schedule.
In the 1:1 condition, each token that remained when an exchange period began was
exchangeable for a single 2.5-s period of access to food as in Experiments 1 and 2. In the 3:1 and
12:1 conditions, each peck of the exchange key exchanged the right-most token and turned off
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the exchange key and houselight for .5 s. Every third or twelfth token exchanged, depending on
the condition, produced a single 2.5-s period of access to food. The number of token-exchanges
to produce a reinforcer carried across exchange periods in a session. For example, in the 3:1
condition, if one exchange period ended with only 2 tokens being exchanged, the first token
exchanged in the next exchange period produced a reinforcer. The number of token-exchanges
carried across sessions in a similar manner. For example, in the 3:1 condition, if the session
ended with 2 tokens being exchanged, the first token exchanged in the next session produced a
reinforcer. Given the low percentage of token-losses that may have been canceled in a single
session, carry-over of token-exchanges across days prevented effectively placing the pigeons’
responding on extinction.
In the 1:3 and 1:12 conditions, each token that remained when an exchange period began
was exchangeable for three or twelve 2.5-s periods of access to food. Each of these 2.5-s periods
was separated by .5 s, during which the exchange key and houselight were off and the tokens
remained on. Exchange periods otherwise operated as described in Experiments 1 and 2.
Sessions continued until the end of the first exchange period that occurred after at least 56 tokens
were delivered.
Results and Discussion
Figure 16 shows overall response rates on the avoidance key during token-loss avoidance
periods across conditions. In this experiment, consistent effects on overall response rates were
not observed as a result of changing the token-exchange schedule. Figure 17 shows local
response rates as a function of the number of tokens present. These data were calculated in the
same manner as in Experiment 1. Generally, local response rates were inversely related to the
number of tokens present with the exception of Pigeon 267 in the 1:12 condition.
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Other variables were examined to determine possible factors that may have contributed to
the lack of consistent differences in overall rates of responding. Figure 18 shows there was no
systematic change in the percentage of scheduled token-losses that were canceled across
conditions for each pigeon. Figure 19 shows that the frequency of exchange occurred equally
frequently across conditions and pigeons. Any differences in responding that occurred could not
be attributed to differences in frequency of exchange periods.
Figure 20 shows the rate of token exchanges and food deliveries across conditions and
pigeons. Manipulations made did result in the programmed changes in the token-exchange
schedule and associated rates of token exchanges and food deliveries. Higher rates of token
exchanges than food deliveries occurred in the 3:1 and 12:1 conditions, and lower rates of token
exchanges than food deliveries occurred in the 1:3 and 1:12 conditions. Despite these
manipulations, consistent differences in overall response rates were not obtained.
As in the two preceding experiments, response rates were inversely related to the number
of tokens present. These results are similar to results obtained with responding maintained by the
delivery of tokens (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006; Foster et al., 2001; Malagodi et al., 1975;
Webbe & Malagodi, 1978). In both arrangements, local response rates increase with closer
proximity to exchange periods and food.
Only for Pigeon 847 in the 12:1 condition were lower response rates associated with a
condition where more tokens were required to produce a single food delivery. This result differs
from those obtained by Malagodi et al. (1975), who showed consistently lower response rates
across subjects and conditions when more tokens were required to produce a single reinforcer.
A few factors may have contributed to the lack of consistent changes in overall response
rates as a function of the token-exchange schedule. For each pigeon, the percentage of scheduled
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token-losses canceled generally was less than 50%. It was found in Experiment 2 that increasing
the frequency of exchange periods increased overall response rates (Fig. 10) and the percentage
of token-losses canceled (Fig. 13). Perhaps more consistent or robust effects would have been
obtained if a greater percentage of token-losses were canceled.
In Malagodi et al.’s (1975) experiments, the responding of rats was maintained by the
delivery of manipulable tokens (marbles) on an FR 20 schedule. Exchange periods occurred on
either FR or FI exchange-production schedules. When the exchange period became available, the
rats were required to carry each token to a nearby receptacle to deposit enough tokens to produce
a food pellet. As the number of tokens that had to be deposited to produce a single food pellet
increased from 1 to 12, response rates declined. These systematic effects may have been
facilitated by the use of manipulable tokens. Moving multiple tokens into a separate receptacle
likely requires more physical effort and entails longer delays until food delivery as compared to
the exchange periods used in Experiment 3. In the present experiment, nonmanipulable tokens
were exchanged with a single key-peck. Another method of manipulating the token-exchange
schedule besides the ratio of tokens to food could involve manipulating the amount of
responding required to exchange a single token. Malagodi et al.’s (1975) rats had to engage in a
sequence of responses just to make an exchange (i.e., retrieve the marble, carry it to the
receptacle, then deposit it). Perhaps increasing the response requirement (e.g., from FR 1 to FR
10) to exchange each token would have produced more consistent differences in overall response
rates. Additionally, each exchange was followed by either food delivery (one or multiple) or all
the other stimuli that were paired with food delivery except for the raising of the hopper. The use
of all these stimuli may have had conditioned reinforcing effects that attenuated the effects of
changing the token-exchange schedule.
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General Discussion
Across three experiments, nonmanipulable tokens were delivered to pigeons responseindependently. These tokens were scheduled to be removed on various VC schedules. If the
pigeons responded during a designated period, the upcoming scheduled token-loss was canceled.
After a number of cycles equal to the number of tokens delivered elapsed, an exchange period
began. In the exchange period, whatever tokens remained were exchangeable for food. Across
all experiments, responding was maintained in this negative-reinforcement-based token economy
by the avoidance of token-losses. Responding in positive-reinforcement-based token economies
is influenced by the token-production, exchange-production, and token-exchange schedules.
Similar components of this negative-reinforcement token economy were manipulated in three
experiments: the frequency of scheduled token-losses, the frequency of exchange periods, and
the token-exchange schedule. In Experiment 1, a functional relation was demonstrated between
the rate of responding and frequency of scheduled token-losses. In Experiment 2, a functional
relation was demonstrated between the rate of responding and the frequency of exchange
periods. In Experiment 3, a consistent relation between the rate of responding and the ratio of
tokens to food was not demonstrated, but several procedural factors may have contributed to this
outcome.
Across all three experiments, an inverse functional relation was observed between the
number of tokens present and the rate of responding. These results are similar to those found in
previous research that examined responding maintained by token delivery across tokenproduction segments (Hackenberg, 2009; Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015). In those experiments,
response rates tended to increase as each successive token was produced. Each token produced
thus functioned like a link in a chain schedule, signaling the approaching exchange period and
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primary reinforcer delivery (Bullock & Hackenberg 2006; Foster et al., 2001). In the reversechain token economy Bullock & Hackenberg (2015) used in their second experiment, response
rates increased with the removal of each token, signaling the approaching exchange period. In
the present series of experiments, response rates tended to increase when fewer tokens were
present, as fewer tokens being present was associated with exchange periods being closer in
time. What follows is a discussion of the results describe above, how well they align with those
of previous experiments on responding maintained by token schedules of reinforcement, and the
limitations of these experiments.
Limitations
The use of these or similar methods used in these experiments may facilitate further
inquiry into factors that affect responding maintained by the avoidance of token-loss and
aversive control generally (Critchfield & Rasmussen, 2007). That said, further refinement of
these methods would be beneficial. For example, response rates generally were low across
experiments. This is common in avoidance procedures (Courtney & Perone, 1992; DeFulio &
Hackenberg, 2007; Richardson & Baron, 2008). For example, differences as a function of
frequency of exchange periods were found in Experiment 2, but very low response rates under
the VC 30-s schedule made detecting any consistent differences difficult for Pigeons 942 and
1104.
There are ways to increase response rates in a token-loss avoidance arrangement.
Scheduling token-losses more frequently likely would increase overall response rates
(Experiment 1). However, under the current arrangement, when token losses were scheduled to
occur more frequently, exchange periods also became more frequent. These concurrent changes
make evaluating the individual contribution and possible interaction of VC schedules and
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frequency of exchange periods to overall response rates difficult. A more thorough assessment of
responding across a range of VC schedules and frequency of exchange periods may provide
additional information useful in controlling behavior with negative-reinforcement-based token
reinforcement.
Although all pigeons canceled greater than 80% of scheduled token-losses on average
across the last three sessions of pretraining in Experiments 1 and 2, their performance generally
declined in each experiment. This decline may have contributed to the inconsistent effects in
Experiment 3 and under the VC 30-s schedule in Experiment 2. Changes in responding in part
may have been the result of low overall rates of primary reinforcement. Canceling a greater
percentage of token-losses in Experiment 3 would have led to more frequent token exchanges.
This would have increased the pigeon’s contact with the changes in the token-exchange schedule
and perhaps would have affected overall response rates.
There may be ways to increase overall rates of responding and the percentage of
scheduled token-losses canceled in the current token-loss avoidance arrangement, for example by
making the VC schedule of token-losses more frequent and increasing the frequency of exchange
periods. However, this may mean having to work within a relatively narrow range of schedule
parameters. Although this may limit the range of schedule values that can be assessed, consistent
effects can still be observed as a function of manipulating schedule values within this narrow
range. Reliable differences in responding occurred across VC schedules with an average duration
of 10-90 s. This is not much different from the methods of Magoon and Critchfield (2008), who
used VC schedules with an average duration of 11-100 s. Other research with pigeons
responding on token economies (Foster et al., 2001; Foster & Hackenberg, 2004; Bullock &
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Hackenberg, 2006) produced reliable and robust effects across a small range of exchangeproduction schedules (FR or VR 2-8).
Functions of Tokens in the Current Token-Loss Avoidance Arrangement
Tokens generally are conceptualized as conditioned reinforcers that acquire their
reinforcing properties through repeated and reliable pairings with primary reinforcers
(Hackenberg, 2009). Tokens also may have discriminative and eliciting functions as their
accumulation may signal approaching opportunities for exchange for other reinforcers (Baum,
2012; Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015; Shahan, 2010). Separating the conditioned reinforcing and
discriminative/eliciting aspects of stimuli may not be entirely possible, but numerous methods
attempting to do so have been investigated (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015; Royalty, Williams, &
Fantino, 1987; Williams 1994a, 1994b). Responding was maintained across the present series of
experiments, but what the precise function of the tokens in the present series of experiments were
is not clear.
There is some supporting evidence for possible conditioned reinforcing functions of the
tokens in the present series of experiments. In Experiment 1, response rates changed as function
of scheduled token-loss frequency. These results are similar to those of Magoon and Critchfield
(2008), in which humans responded to avoid money-losses (i.e., token-losses, generalized
conditioned reinforcer-losses) and response rates changed as a function of scheduled moneylosses. The results of the present series of experiments also are similar to those obtained in
experiments where responding of nonhuman animals is maintained by token delivery. In those
experiments (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006; Kelleher, 1958), response rates changed as a
function of the frequency of token delivery. In all the experiments described in this paragraph,
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the consequence of responding and the putative reinforcer that maintained responding was tokendelivery or avoidance of token-loss.
Another effect of and a major advantage of using tokens as conditioned reinforcers is that
they can be used in the acquisition of new behavior (DeLeon et al., 2013; Hackenberg, 2009;
Kazdin & Bootzin, 1972). After chimpanzees learned to discriminate food-paired tokens from
nonfood-paired tokens, food-paired tokens were used as reinforcers for performance on a variety
of different tasks (Cowles, 1937; Wolfe, 1936; Zimmerman, 1957). Appendix B describes a pilot
study with a single pigeon with a history of responding in a token-loss avoidance arrangement. In
one component of a two-component multiple schedule, responding on the left key resulted in the
avoidance of scheduled token-losses on a VC 10-s schedule. In the other component, responding
on the right key, a response that had not been reinforced in the past, resulted in the delivery of
tokens on a VC 10-s schedule. Responding on the key associated with token-delivery was
maintained at slightly lower rates than responding on the key associated with avoidance of tokenlosses. Response-dependent delivery of the food-paired tokens used in the present series of
experiments functioned to reinforce and maintain a new response. This may indicate the possible
conditioned reinforcing properties of the tokens used in the present series of experiments.
There is some supporting evidence for possible discriminative functions of the tokens in
the present series of experiments. Across all three experiments, there was an inverse functional
relation between local response rates and the number of tokens present. In the present series of
experiments, the fewer tokens present, the closer in time exchange periods and food were. In
previous experiments in which the responding of nonhuman animals was maintained by token
delivery, local response rates increased as more tokens were produced (Foster et al, 2001;
Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006). As more tokens were produced, the closer in time exchange
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periods and food were. Bullock and Hackenberg (2015) found an inverse relation between the
number of tokens present and local response rates in their reverse-chain schedule arrangement.
Bullock and Hackenberg (2015) did not find these changes in local response rates when
responding across token-production segments in token economies were compared to equivalent
sections in tandem schedules. In all of these experiments, the number of tokens present served a
discriminative function that signaled the temporal proximity of exchange periods and food.
Regardless of how tokens were delivered or whether positive- or negative-reinforcement
contingences were arranged, local response rates increased when the number of tokens signaled
that exchange periods and food delivery were closer in time.
Further evidence of the discriminative function of the tokens was provided by the results
described in Appendix A. Appendix A details a brief series of manipulations that showed the
response-independent cancellation of scheduled token-losses and the stimuli associated with
token exchange (without food delivery) were sufficient to reinstate responding. The pattern of
faster responding when fewer tokens were present was also reinstated even though responding
had no effect. The tokens and the stimuli that accompanied their exchange likely had
discriminative functions that occasioned these patterns of responding. This is much like how the
response-independent delivery of food will reinstate patterns of responding previously
maintained by food (Franks & Lattal, 1972). When food was reintroduced, responding increased
further. When a VC 10-s schedule of token-loss avoidance was reimplemented, responding
increased or was maintained at the current levels despite decreases in the rate of food deliveries.
The response-dependent avoidance of token-loss served to increase responding, possibly as a
result of a reinforcing function of avoidance of token-loss.
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Negative Reinforcement
The results from Experiments 1 and 2 are similar to previous research where responding
maintained by negative reinforcement contingencies was investigated. The results from
Experiment 1 are similar to previous experiments with the responding of nonhuman animals
maintained by shock-avoidance (Courtney & Perone, 1992; de Villiers, 1972, 1974) and
avoidance of timeout from positive reinforcement, (DeFulio & Hackenberg, 2007), and the
responding of humans maintained by avoidance of point- or money-loss (Higgins & Morris,
1984; Magoon & Critchfield, 2008; Weiner, 1969a). In each of the studies cited, a direct relation
between rate of responding and frequency of scheduled aversive events was demonstrated. The
results from Experiment 2 are similar to those of Richardson and Baron (2008) who
demonstrated a direct functional relation between rate of responding maintained by avoidance of
time-out from food delivery and the frequency of food delivery. In both experiments, the
functional relations described above were extended to the responding of pigeons maintained by
the avoidance of token-loss.
The number of tokens may function to stimuli used in a signaled avoidance task (de
Moreaes, & Todorov, 1977; Higgins & Morris, 1984; DeFulio & Hackenberg, 2007). In clock
schedules, a kind of signaled avoidance task (Baron & Galizio, 1976; Field & Boren, 1963;
Grabowski & Thompson, 1971), clock stimuli are arranged that sequentially time down (e.g., the
rightmost of a string of lights is turned off) to the occurrence of an aversive event (e.g., electric
shock or timeout from positive reinforcement). In clock schedules, the majority of responding
tends to occur in the segment of time just before the aversive event occurs. Responding results in
the clock stimuli resetting to the stimulus arrangement that is associated with the time furthest
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from the aversive event. This resetting of the clock stimuli signals the avoidance of the aversive
event and may function as a conditioned reinforcer (Higgins & Morris, 1984).
In the present series of experiments, local response rates were highest when only one
token was present. When only one token was present served as a signal for the segment of time
just before the exchange period occurred. If no responding occurred during the token-loss
avoidance period up to that point, no token-losses would be canceled and no tokens could be
exchanged for food until the next scheduled exchange period. It is possible that responding was
maintained in part by avoiding a time-out from or delay to positive reinforcement (DeFulio &
Hackenberg, 2007; Richardson & Baron, 2008) and the number of tokens present could function
like clock stimuli, signaling the approach of a time-out.
However, although the number of tokens could serve to signal the approach of the
exchange period, they did not function exactly like clock stimuli. Responding in the present
series of experiments did not produce a programmed stimulus change and the associated
conditioned reinforcement that may accompany the cancellation of a scheduled token-loss.
Additionally responding canceled scheduled token-losses, leaving more tokens present even as
the exchange period continued to approach. More tokens present when the exchange period
occurred would degrade any association between the number of tokens present and occurrence of
the exchange period.
Basic Research/Theoretical Implications. Token-production functions as a reinforcer
and token-loss functions as a punisher for both humans and nonhuman animals (Hackenberg,
2009; Pietras et al., 2010; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008). Token-loss avoidance has been shown
to function as a reinforcer for humans (Magoon & Critchfield, 2008) in past research but not for
nonhuman animals. The responding of pigeons was maintained by token-loss avoidance in the
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present series of experiments, demonstrating cross-species generality of such behavior.
Demonstrating cross-species generality of responding maintained in token schedules of
reinforcement is relevant because this illustrates that human behavior and nonhuman behavior
are the result of similar basic behavioral processes (Hackenberg, 2009; Higgins & Morris, 1984).
Previous research in which the responding of nonhuman animals was maintained on token
schedules of reinforcement has provided information about the various parameters that affect
responding in a token economy (Hackenberg, 2009). Understanding these parameters and
conducting further research on behavior maintained by token delivery or token-loss avoidance
with nonhuman animals may provide additional information the basic behavioral processes
associated with responding maintained by the production of appetitive events, the avoidance of
aversive events, and how those contingencies may interact.
Additionally, this work may provide a method for future research focused on examining
the effects of equivalent gains and losses on behavior, thereby allowing further assessment of the
symmetry of the law of effect. A symmetrical law of effect assumes that equivalent losses and
gains have equivalent effects on behavior. If this were the case, then an organism ought to
respond equally as much in a token-loss avoidance arrangement as in a token-production
arrangement. Another perspective, loss-aversion (Kahnemann & Tversky, 1979, 2000), supposes
that losses exert greater control over behavior than equivalent gains. If this were the case, then an
organism ought to respond more in a token-loss avoidance arrangement than in a tokenproduction arrangement. In the operant literature, the results of some experiments support a
symmetrical law of effect (Iwata & Bailey, 1974; Magoon & Critchfield, 2008) and others
support loss-aversion (Donaldson et al., 2014; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008). Loss aversion is
well documented in humans (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Kahneman &
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Tversky, 1979, 2000; McGraw, Larsen, Kahneman, & Schkade, 2010; Yechiam & Hochman,
2013), but has not been demonstrated in nonhuman animals (Silberberg et al., 2008). Future
research may use this method to examine loss aversion in nonhuman animals and determine
whether it is a basic behavioral process found in multiple species or perhaps something unique to
humans (Chen et al., 2006; Silberberg et al., 2008).
Pilot work for such a potential examination is detailed in Appendix B. In this pilot study,
the responding of a pigeon with previous experience responding in a token-loss avoidance
arrangement was examined in a two-component multiple schedule. Responding in one
component canceled scheduled token-losses on a VC 10-s schedule. Responding in the other
component delivered tokens on a VC 10-s schedule. After 15 sessions of responding under the
multiple schedules, slightly higher rates of responding occurred in the component associated
with token-loss avoidance than in the component associated with token-delivery on an equivalent
VC schedule. Although these results would be in line with predictions based on loss-aversion,
further investigation is required to assess how much of the differences in response rates may the
result of side bias or the pigeon’s history of responding under the token-loss avoidance
arrangement.
Similarities between responding on the two components of the multiple schedule can be
seen when local response rates are examined. In Figure B2, there is functional relation between
the number of tokens present and rate of responding when responding is maintained by token
delivery. There is also an inverse functional relation between the number of tokens present and
rate of responding when responding is maintained by token-loss avoidance. In both components,
higher rates of responding occur as time to the exchange period approaches as signaled by the
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number of tokens present. These results provide some evidence for similar processes operating in
both positive- and negative-reinforcement-based token economies.
Conclusions
Token schedules of reinforcement have long been an object of study in the experimental
analysis of behavior and its application. Previous research with human and nonhuman animals
has demonstrated that the response-dependent delivery and removal of tokens functioned as
appetitive and aversive events, respectively. Laboratory research with nonhuman animals has
provided more data about the parameters of token economies (i.e., token-production, exchangeproduction, and token-exchange schedules) that influence responding maintained by token
delivery and the conditioned reinforcing and discriminative functions tokens serve in those
arrangements (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015; Hackenberg, 2009). The experimental analysis of
behavior has long been served by demonstrating cross-species generality of basic behavioral
processes (Higgins & Morris, 1984). The body of research on token schedules of reinforcement
has shown that the basic processes that underlie common contingencies used to govern human
behavior can be modeled and examined in the laboratory. Previously, responding maintained by
the avoidance of token-losses had only been demonstrated in humans. The present series of
experiments demonstrates that the responding of pigeons also can be maintained by the
avoidance of token-losses.
The methods used in the present series of experiments already have demonstrated some
of the parameters that influence responding in a token-loss avoidance arrangement (i.e.,
frequency of scheduled token-losses and exchange periods). These results extend and replicate
the findings of previous research with the responding of humans maintained by avoidance of
point- or money-loss (Magoon & Critchfield, 2008) and the responding of nonhuman animals
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maintained by shock avoidance (de Villiers, 1972, 1974; Higgins & Morris, 1984) to the
responding of pigeons maintained by token-loss avoidance. Similar basic behavioral processes
may be involved in maintaining responding in all of the experiments just mentioned. Although
further refinement of the methods used in the present series of experiments may be necessary,
these methods allow for further examination of factors that influence responding maintained by
the avoidance of token-losses (e.g., the token-exchange schedule) and the possible functions
those tokens serve.
The results and methods of the present series of experiments may inform future basic
research aimed at examining a number of theoretical issues. The methods used here describe one
manner of establishing responding maintained by token-loss avoidance in pigeons. Previous
research describes how to establish responding maintained by the delivery of tokens in pigeons
(Hackenberg, 2009). Knowing the factors affecting behavior maintained by avoidance of tokenloss and the delivery of tokens may allow for further investigation of the symmetrical law of
effect, loss aversion, possible interactions of responding maintained by concurrent positive and
negative reinforcement contingencies, and can inform future applications of token schedules of
reinforcement.
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Table 1
Order of Conditions and Number of Sessions in Experiment 1
Subject

Condition

Sessions

267

VC 10 s

22

VC 30 s

25

VC 10 s

45

EXT

16

VC 10 s

15

VC 30 s

23

VC 90 s

17

VC 30 s

47

VC 10 s

22

EXT

17

VC 10 s

15

VC 30 s

19

VC 90 s

16

VC 30 s

18

VC 10 s

31

EXT

42

819

847
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Table 2
Order of Conditions and Number of Sessions in Experiment 2
Subject

VC Schedule

Condition

Sessions

942

VC 30 s

FN 2

16

FN 4

18

FN 6

21

FN 4

22

FN 2

18

FN 6

15

FN 2

18

FN 6

19

FN 2

18

FN 6

49

FN 6x1

20

FN 2

15

FN 4

16

FN 6

15

FN 4

20

FN 2

16

FN 6

17

FN 2

16

FN 6

19

FN 6x1

39

FN 2

17

FN 6

24

VC 10 s

1022

1104

VC 30 s

VC 30 s

69

VC 10 s

FN 4

44

FN 2

19

FN 6

34

FN 6x1

16

FN 6x1

31

FN 6

25

FN 2

21

FN 6

15
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Table 3
Order of Conditions and Number of Sessions in Experiment 3
Subject
267

819

847

Condition
(Token:Food)
1:1

Sessions
36

3:1

16

1:3

18

1:1

18

1:12

22

1:1

19

1:3

19

3:1

15

1:3

30

12:1

30

1:1

24

1:3

28

3:1

27

12:1

17

1:1

17
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Figure 1. Diagram of the first phase of pre-training. Sessions began with 7 tokens being
illuminated. Responding on the exchange key (a) exchanged (i.e., turned off) the right-most
token and produced access to food (b).
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Figure 2. Diagram of the second phase of pre-training. The token-loss avoidance period began
with one token being delivered (a). Responding on the avoidance key (b) avoided token-loss on a
FC 5-s schedule (c). If no response occurred on the avoidance key, the token was removed at the
end of the cycle (d). Exchange periods began at the end of the FC 5-s cycle. If a token remained,
responses on the exchange key (e) exchanged (i.e., turned off) a token and produced access to
food. Exchange periods lasted for 30 s before removing any remaining tokens and returning to
the token-loss avoidance period. A response on the avoidance key during the exchange period (f)
escaped the remainder of the 30-s exchange period and returned to the token-loss avoidance
period.
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Figure 3. Diagram of the general procedure across the present series of experiments. The tokenloss avoidance period will begin with a number of tokens being delivered at the start of the
token-loss avoidance period (a). Responding on the avoidance key (b) will avoid token-loss on a
cycle schedule (here VC 30-s) (c). If no responding occurs on the avoidance key, a token will be
removed at the end of the cycle (d). Exchange periods will begin when a number of cycles equal
to the number of tokens delivered elapses. If no tokens remain, the exchange key will flash for .5
s before returning to the token-loss avoidance period. If any tokens remain, responding on the
exchange key (e) will exchange one token and produce access to food (f). Exchange periods will
last until all tokens are exchanged.
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Figure 4. Overall response rates on the avoidance key across the last 5 sessions in each condition
of Experiment 1. Labels indicate schedule of token-loss frequency in effect.
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Figure 5. Local response rates on the avoidance key as a function of the number of tokens
present in the last 5 sessions of each condition of Experiment 1. Data points represent responding
between token delivery and the removal of a single token or the beginning of the exchange
period, whichever occurs first. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 6. Aggregate local response rates on the avoidance key as a function of the number of
tokens present in the last 5 sessions of each schedule of token-loss frequency in Experiment 1.
Data points represent responding between token delivery and the removal of a single token or the
beginning of the exchange period, whichever occurs first. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 7. Percent of scheduled token-losses canceled across the last 5 sessions in each condition
of Experiment 1. Labels indicate schedule of token-loss frequency in effect.
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Figure 8. Rate of exchange periods across conditions of different VC schedules of token-loss.
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Figure 9. Rate of food deliveries across conditions of different VC schedules of token-loss. Each
token exchanged resulted in one 2.5-s access to food.
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Figure 10. Overall response rates across the last 5 sessions of each condition in Experiment 2.
Labels indicate the schedule of token-loss frequency and the number of tokens presented at the
beginning of each token-loss avoidance period.
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Figure 11. Local response rates on the avoidance key as a function of the number of tokens
present in the last 5 sessions of each condition in Experiment 2. A VC 30-s and VC 10-s
schedule of token-loss frequency was in effect for graphs in the left and right columns,
respectively. Data points represent responding between token delivery and the beginning of the
exchange period. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 12. Aggregate local response rates on the avoidance key as a function of the number of
tokens present in the last 5 sessions of each condition in Experiment 2. A VC 30-s and VC 10-s
schedule of token-loss frequency was in effect for graphs in the left and right columns,
respectively. Data points represent responding between token delivery and the beginning of the
exchange period. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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Figure 13. Percent of scheduled token-losses canceled across the last 5 sessions in each
condition of Experiment 2. Labels indicate schedule of token-loss frequency of the number of
tokens delivered at the beginning of each token-loss avoidance period.
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Figure 14. Rate of exchange periods across conditions of Experiment 2.
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Figure 15. Rate of food deliveries across conditions of Experiment 2. Each token exchanged
resulted in one 2.5-s access to food.
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Figure 16. Overall response rates across the last 5 sessions of each condition in Experiment 3.
Labels indicate the ratio of tokens to food involved in each token exchange.
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Figure 17. Local response rates on the avoidance key as a function of the number of tokens
present in the last 5 sessions of each condition of Experiment 3. Data points represent responding
between token delivery and the removal of a single token or the beginning of the exchange
period, whichever occurs first. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error. The y-axis for Pigeon 267
is scaled differently.
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Figure 18. Percent of scheduled token-losses canceled across the last 5 sessions in each
condition of Experiment 3. Labels indicate the token-exchange schedule as a ratio of tokens to
food.
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Figure 19. Rate of exchange periods across conditions in Experiment 3. Labels indicate the
token-exchange schedule as a ratio of tokens to food.
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Figure 20. Rate of food deliveries (filled circles) and token exchanges (open squares) across
conditions in Experiment 3. Labels indicate the token-exchange schedule as a ratio of tokens to
food. The y-axis for Pigeon 267 is scaled differently.
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Appendix A: Reinstatement of Responding in a Token-Loss Avoidance Arrangement
Reinstatement involves the recurrence of a previously extinguished response following
the response-independent delivery of a reinforcer or stimuli associated with reinforcer delivery
(Franks & Lattal, 1976; Shaham, Shalev, Lu, Wit, & Stewart 2003; Thrailkill, & Shahan, 2012).
Following the EXT condition of Experiment 1, response rates were at or near zero for all three
pigeons. Rather than immediately begin the undertaking of the extensive pretraining required
with pigeons naïve to the token-loss avoidance arrangement, it was seen if responding previously
maintained in a token-loss avoidance arrangement could be reinstated.
Method
Pigeons 267, 819, and 847 from Experiment 1 served as subjects. Sessions were
conducted in the same operant chamber described in Experiment 1. Sessions were conducted in
the same manner as described in Experiment 1 except as noted below.
Extinction. The last five sessions of the EXT condition from Experiment 1 were used as
a baseline against which to compare the effects of subsequent conditions.
Token Reinstatement. This condition lasted for 5 sessions. Sessions operated similarly
to the EXT condition except that a predetermined number of token-losses were canceled in each
session. Which token-losses were canceled was determined by first creating an array of 56 zeroes
and ones. The number of ones in the array was equal to the average number of token-losses
canceled in the last five sessions of the second VC 10-s condition from Experiment 1, rounded to
the nearest integer. These numbers were 22, 27, and 31 token-losses canceled for Pigeons 267,
819, and 847, respectively. At the end of each cycle in session, a zero or one would be drawn
from the array randomly without replacement. If a one was drawn, the scheduled token-loss was
canceled. Responding on the avoidance key was recorded but had no programmed effect.
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If any tokens remained when an exchange period began, responses on the exchange key
turned off the right-most token, the houselight, and exchange key for 2.5 s. The hopper was not
raised, and no food was presented. Exchange periods ended when all remaining tokens were
exchanged or 30 s elapsed, whichever came first.
Token+Food Reinstatement. This condition lasted for 5 sessions. Sessions operated as
described in the Token Reinstatement condition except that when a token was exchanged, the
hopper was raised and food was presented.
VC 10 s. Sessions operated as described in the VC 10-s conditions in Experiment 1.
These sessions served as the first 5 sessions of Experiment 3.
Results and Discussion
Figure A1 shows overall response rates across conditions. Responding for all pigeons
was at or near zero levels across the last five sessions of EXT. In the Token Reinstatement
condition, response rates increased for all pigeons when scheduled token-losses were canceled
response-independently and could be exchanged for the stimuli associated with food delivery.
For Pigeon 267, the increase in responding occurred in the first session followed by a rapid
decline back to zero. For Pigeon 819, responding recurred across the first four sessions before
dropping back to zero. For Pigeon 847, response rates increased above those in the EXT
condition in the fourth session. Overall response rates increased for all pigeons in the
Token+Food Reinstatement condition. Response rates increased further for Pigeons 267 and 819
when the VC 10-s schedule of token-loss avoidance was reimplemented.
Figure A2 shows response rates as a function of the number of tokens present across
conditions. Data points were determined in the same manner as in Experiment 1. For all pigeons,
response rates were lowest in the EXT condition. For Pigeons 819 and 847, higher rates of
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responding occurred when fewer tokens were present in the other conditions. This pattern of
responding did not occur for Pigeon 267. When scheduled token-losses were canceled responseindependently and could be exchanged for the stimuli associated with food delivery, patterns of
responding recurred that were similar to those that occurred when scheduled token-losses were
canceled response-dependently.
Figure A3 shows the percentage of scheduled token-losses canceled across conditions.
Zero scheduled token-losses were canceled in the EXT condition. The percentage of scheduled
token-losses canceled in the Token Reinstatement and Token+Food Reinstatement conditions
differed between subjects but were the same within subjects. In the VC 10-s condition, the
percentage of scheduled token-losses canceled declined for Pigeons 819 and 847 and increased
overall for Pigeon 267. Figure A4 shows there was no change in exchange period frequency
across conditions.
Figure A5 shows the rate of token exchanges across conditions. In each condition except
the Token Reinstatement condition, each token exchange resulted in the delivery of food. Zero
token exchanges occurred in the EXT condition. Token exchanges declined across sessions for
all pigeons in the Token Reinstatement condition as food was never delivered in this condition.
The rate of token exchanges recovered in the Token+Food Reinstatement condition. In the VC
10-s condition, the rate of token exchanges declined overall for Pigeons 819 and 847 and
increased overall for Pigeon 267.
Despite declining rates of token exchanges in the VC 10-s condition (Figures A4 and
A5), response rates increased or remained the same compared to those in the Token+Food
Reinstatement condition (Fig. 1). Imposing the operant contingency of the VC schedule
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maintained or increased overall response rates relative to the Token+Food Reinstatement
condition.
Tokens and stimuli associated with their exchange may have had discriminative or
reinforcing properties (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2015; Shahan, 2010). These properties were
sufficient to reinstate responding previously maintained in a token-loss avoidance arrangement.
Bullock and Hackenberg (2015) state that tokens have multiple functions: as eliciting stimuli,
discriminative stimuli, and as conditioned reinforcers. They also state that these functions depend
on the contingencies in which they are embedded. In this case, when token-losses were canceled
response-independently, response rates that varied as a function of the number of tokens present
were reinstated. The tokens and the stimuli that accompanied their exchange likely had
discriminative properties that occasioned these patterns of responding. When the operant
contingency of the VC 10-s schedule was reimplemented, those patterns persisted and response
rates increased or maintained despite decreasing rates of primary reinforcement. The responsedependent avoidance of token-loss served to increase responding, likely because of a reinforcing
function of avoidance of token-loss.
These results may invite further investigation into reinstatement and recurrence more
generally as it pertains to responding maintained by conditioned reinforcers (Thrailkill &
Shahan, 2012) and negative reinforcement (Bruzek, Thompson, & Peters, 2009; Li et al., 2007).
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Figure A1. Overall response rates on the avoidance key during token-loss avoidance periods
across conditions. Labels indicate the condition in effect.
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Figure A2. Local response rates on the avoidance key as a function of the number of tokens
present in the last 5 sessions of each condition of Experiment 1. Data points represent responding
between token delivery and the removal of a single token or the beginning of the exchange
period, whichever occurs first. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.
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Figure A3. Percent of scheduled token-losses canceled in each condition. Labels indicate the
condition in effect.
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Figure A4. Rate of exchange periods across conditions. Labels indicate the condition in effect.
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Figure A5. Rate of token exchanges across conditions. Each token exchanged resulted in one
2.5-s access to food except for in the Token Reinstatement condition.
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Appendix B: Responding on a Multiple Schedule of Token-Loss Avoidance and TokenProduction
A symmetrical law of effect supposes that equivalent gains and losses should have
equivalent effects on behavior. Under this assumption, an organism ought to respond equally as
much to avoid a loss as it would to produce an equivalent gain. Loss-aversion (Kahnemann &
Tversky, 1979, 2000) supposes that losses exert greater control over behavior than do equivalent
gains. Under this assumption, an organism ought to respond more to avoid a loss than it would to
produce an equivalent gain. In the operant literature, the results of some experiments support a
symmetrical law of effect (Iwata & Bailey, 1974; Magoon & Critchfield, 2008) and others
support loss-aversion (Donaldson, DeLeon, Fisher, & Kahng, 2014; Rasmussen & Newland,
2008).
Following Experiment 2, Pigeon 1022 was placed on a multiple schedule. In one
component, responding resulted in token-loss avoidance. In the other component, responding
resulted in token production on an equivalent schedule. This was done as pilot work in assessing
whether equivalent schedules of token production or token-loss avoidance would maintain
equivalent levels of responding.
Method
Pigeons 1022 from Experiment 2 served as the only subject. Sessions were conducted in
the same operant chamber described in Experiment 1. Sessions were conducted in the same
manner as described in Experiment 1 except as noted below.
A two-component multiple schedule operated in each session. One component (Avoid)
operated as the VC 10-s token-loss avoidance condition described in Experiment 1. In the other
component (Production), a VC 10-s token-production schedule operated. In this component, the
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token-production period began with no tokens illuminated. A response on the right (production)
key during each VC 10-s cycle resulted in the left-most token turning on at the end of the cycle.
If no response occurred during the VC 10-s cycle, no change occurred at the end of the cycle.
The number of cycles in each token-production period of the Production component was
determined by randomly selecting without replacement from an array consisting of the numbers
1-7. For example, if the number 1 was selected, one VC 10-s cycles would elapse during the
token-production period. If the number 2 was selected, two VC 10-s cycles would elapse during
the token-production period. After the selected number of cycles elapsed, the production key
turned off and the center (exchange) key was illuminated green. This began the exchange period.
Exchange periods operated in the same manner described in Experiment 1 for both components.
Whatever tokens were produced during the token-production period could be exchanged for 2.5s access to food.
Each component continued until the first exchange period ended following 28 VC 10-s
cycles. A maximum of 28 tokens could be exchanged in each component. Each component
occurred twice in each session. The first component was randomly determined. Each component
occurred once before either occurred twice. The left key was illuminated red during the tokenloss avoidance period of the Avoid component and the center and right keys were dark. The right
key was illuminated white during the token-production period of the Production component and
the left and center keys were dark. Responses on dark keys had no programmed effect.
A minimum of 15 sessions were conducted until responding on both responding in both
components appeared stable as determined by visual analysis.
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Results and Discussion
Fifteen sessions were conducted in this pilot study. Table B1 shows the average
frequency of exchange periods, food exchanges, and the percentage of available tokens
exchanged in both components across the last 5 sessions. Exchange periods occurred with about
the same frequency in both components. The average rate of food deliveries was greater in the
Avoid component. The average percentage of available tokens exchanged represents the
percentage of scheduled token-losses canceled in the Avoid component and the percentage of
available tokens produced in the Production component. Fifty-six tokens total could be
exchanged in each component if all token-losses were canceled in the Avoid component and all
available tokens were produced in the Production component. A greater percentage of the 56
possible tokens were exchanged in the Avoid component than in the Production component. The
greater rate of food deliveries and percentage of token exchanges may have affected the
differences in responding described below.
Figure B1 shows response rates in the Avoid and Production components across the last 5
sessions. Generally higher rates of responding occurred in the Avoid component, but response
rates converged in the last session. Greater rates of responding in the Avoid component would
support token-loss avoidance having functioned as a more potent reinforcer than tokenproduction on an equivalent schedule. The higher rates of responding shown in Figure B1 would
seem to support loss-aversion over a symmetrical law of effect, but further investigation is
warranted. It is possible that Pigeon 1022’s longer history of responding on the key associated
with the Avoid component and this key’s position in the box may have contributed to a bias in
responding on the this key. Future conditions will involve switching the contingencies associated
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with each key to evaluate whether key color or position has any influence on responding in these
components.
Figure B2 shows average response rates in the Avoid and Production components across
the last 5 sessions as a function of the number of tokens present. In the Avoid component,
generally higher levels of responding occurred when fewer tokens were present except for a
slightly higher response rate when 7 tokens were present. These results are similar to those
obtained in Experiments 1-3. In the Production component, a high response rate occurred when 0
tokens were present. Lower response rates occurred when 1 or 2 tokens were present followed by
increasing response rates as more tokens were present. In both components, response rates
tended to be higher when closer in time to the exchange period. This pattern of responding is
generally similar to that produced in other research that has examined changes in responding
maintained by token production (Bullock & Hackenberg, 2006, 2015; Foster, Hackenberg, &
Vaidya, 2001; Malagodi, Webbe, & Waddell, 1975). Additionally, the patterns of responding
that occurred as a function of the number of tokens present in the Avoid and Production
components were generally symmetrical. This provides further support that the tokens were
providing similar discriminative functions in both components.
Further research should be conducted along this line comparing responding maintained
by token-loss avoidance and the production of tokens. Further investigation may provide better
understanding about the symmetrical law of effect and loss-aversion as basic behavioral
processes.
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Table B1
Average Frequency of Exchange Periods and Food Deliveries and the Percentage of Available
Tokens Exchanged in the Avoidance and Production Components across the Last 5 Sessions
Dependent Variable

Avoid

Production

Percent of Available Tokens Exchanged

55.71

42.14

Exchange Periods per min

1.48

1.55

Token Exchanges per min

3.27

2.62
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Figure B1. Overall response rates in the Avoid and Production components across the last 5
sessions.
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Figure B2. Local response rates in the Avoid and Production components across the last 5
sessions as a function of the number of tokens present. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error.

